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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research is to investigate the effects of surface roughness and aging 

environment on the electrical contact resistance and residual stress in nickel and nickel/gold coated 

copper. In order to accomplish these research objectives, oxygen free copper coupons were prepared 

to a variety of average surface roughnesses (Ra ranging from 0.05 urn to 2.5 urn) prior to coating 

application. Three coating systems were investigated: Au/Ni plating, Ni plating, and Ni sputtering. 

The majority of this research focuses on the Au/Ni plated samples, with Ni plated and Ni sputtered 

data included for comparison. 

Nickel, gold, and copper are commonly used in electrical components, such as electrical 

contacts, in which component reliability is of great importance. As there are a wide variety of 

environments to which electrical components could be exposed to during service, the coated samples 

were aged for up to nine weeks in one of three aging environments: mixed flowing gas/atmospheric 

corrosion (MFG), elevated temperature and relative humidity (TRH), and thermal cycling (TC). The 

mixed flowing gas/atmospheric corrosion environment was created by using a Battelle Class 2 

environment with the following conditions: 30 °C, 70 % relative humidity, 200 ppb N02, 10 ppb H2S, 

and 10 ppb CU. The elevated temperature and relative humidity environment maintained samples at a 

constant temperature and relative humidity of 40 °C and 85%, respectively. Samples in the thermal 

cycling environment were cycled between temperatures of-40 °C and 60 °C with a 15 minute dwell 

time and an approximately 4.5 °C/minute ramp rate. 

Characterization using optical profilometry, optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), x-ray diffraction (XRD), and 

electrical contact resistance (ECR) measurements allowed for the determination of changes in the 

coupons due to the coating system, surface preparation, and environmental exposure. 

For the unexposed samples, the surface roughness effects on the residual stress varied 

depending on the coating material and deposition technique utilized.  The residual stress in the gold 
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coating of the Au/Ni plated coupons was tensile and decreased in magnitude with increasing substrate 

surface roughness. The Ni plated coupons exhibited a compressive stress for the smoothest set of 

samples, while the rougher samples were nearly stress free. The Ni sputtered samples retained an 

approximately constant residual stress regardless of the substrate surface roughness. On the other 

hand, the surface roughness had little to no effect on the electrical contact resistance for the as 

received samples. All measured electrical contact resistance values for these samples were observed 

to be within approximately 1 mQ of each other, with values on the order of 10-12 mil. 

Characterization after environmental exposure revealed aging effects on the residual stress 

and electrical contact resistance to vary depending on the surface roughness and aging environment. 

Samples exposed to the atmospheric corrosion/mixed flowing gas (MFG) environment exhibited the 

largest change in electrical contact resistance. ECR values increased from the as received condition 

of 10-12 mQ to over 1000 m£l. The extent of the sample surface with increased ECR values 

increased with increasing roughness and amount of corrosion product present. In comparison, little to 

no changes in the electrical contact resistance were observed in the thermal cycled and elevated 

temperature and relative humidity aged samples. 

The tensile residual stresses observed in the Au/Ni plated samples remained approximately 

constant or decreased in magnitude with aging time (depending on the aging environment), with the 

largest change resulting from thermal cycle aging. The tensile stresses found in the Au/Ni plated 

coatings were observed to decrease in magnitude two to three times more for the thermal cycled 

samples (-60-120 MPa depending on the substrate surface roughness) as compared to the MFG aged 

samples (-10-50 MPa). Little to no changes were observed as a result of TRH exposure. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Over the course of the last century, the field of electronics has exploded becoming a fast 

growing and important area of science and engineering, as well as being increasingly incorporated 

into our daily lives. The use of computers, internet, cell phones, radios, and television has greatly 

changed our lives, especially in terms of conveniences and capabilities. As a result, the reliability of 

electronics has also become of great concern as various electrical components play a crucial role in 

many systems in which a failure could result in catastrophe. 

In order to improve the reliability and performance of a component, coatings are often 

applied to the component's surface to help protect against and prevent degradation or failure from the 

service environment, such as wear and corrosion, which can be detrimental to the component's 

functionality. As such, a component's service life can be closely related to the coating condition and 

performance. If the coating fails (i.e., cracking, delamination, etc.) the life of the component is 

reduced, sometimes dramatically, as the component is then exposed to the service environment. 

The type of coating used (i.e., coating material and process) depends on the application. In 

general, the applied coating is chosen in order to improve specific properties of the component such 

as corrosion resistance, wear resistance or thermal resistance [24]. For instance, electrical contacts 

are typically coated with a metal/metal alloy as they are electrically conductive. On the other hand, 

the same metal coatings utilized on electrical contacts are completely inadequate for protecting 

substrate metals in high temperature engines, as metals are good conductors of heat and would not be 

able to protect the substrates from the excessive engine operating temperatures (ceramic thermal 

barrier coatings are used in this particular application). 
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For electrical connector applications there are a range of metals/metal alloys and coating 

processes that have been examined and/or used.   A few of the coating materials that have been 

investigated include nickel, silver, palladium, platinum, and gold [7, 21, 24-28].   One of the most 

common, particularly for high reliability applications, is electroplated gold over nickel because of its 

high corrosion resistance [7, 24] and the ease of coating complex objects by the electroplating 

process. 

There are many factors that can affect the performance of a coating beyond its intrinsic 

material properties including.    For example substrate cleaning (i.e., potential impurities on the 

surface), surface roughness, adhesion, residual stresses (magnitude and type, i.e., compressive versus 

tensile), coating microstructure, hardness, and service environment need to be considered. Of course, 

several of these factors can be tailored, at least to some degree, based on the sample preparation and 

deposition parameters/processes utilized.  Previous research on coatings for electrical connectors has 

focused on either the change in electrical contact resistance in a Battelle Class II (or similar) 

environment (more detail in Section 2.3.1) or the study of unaged coating properties, such as hardness 

and residual stress work.    However, much of the earlier work has been completed with limited 

selection of surface roughnesses,  if at all, that does not represent the full range of surfaces 

roughnesses found on electrical contacts and connectors.  Therefore, this work seeks to examine the 

effect of connector material surface roughness on electrical  contact resistance under different 

environmental conditions. 

Objectives 

The primary objective of this research was to determine how the electrical contact resistance 

of gold and nickel coated copper connector materials is affected by various aging environments 

including: elevated temperature and relative humidity (TRH), thermal cycling (TC), and atmospheric 

corrosion/mixed flowing gas (MFG). Additional secondary objectives are: 
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• To determine the effect of surface roughness on the electrical contact resistance before 

and after aging. 

• To determine how the surface roughness affects the residual stress of the gold plated 

coating. 

• To determine how the coating residual stress is affected by aging in the environments 

previously mentioned (i.e., TRH, TC, and MFG). 



Chapter 2 

Literature Search/Background 

Electrical connectors are an important part in electrical systems, which are widely used in 

today's world. Whether it be an alarm clock, a cell phone, or a computer, most people interact with, 

and in some cases depend on, equipment requiring the use of some sort of electrical connector. In 

addition, with the level of dependency that many systems have on the functionality of the electrical 

contacts, it is important to know what may affect their performance. 

2.1   Electrical Connectors 

As the name suggests, an electrical connector connects various parts of an electrical circuit, to 

provide an uninterrupted electrical current across the electrical contact interface [50]. There are many 

applications for connectors ranging from simple connections between small electronics (see Figure 

2-1) to network connections, to large connections for utility/transmission power lines. 

Figure 2-1. Digital images showing example electrical connectors: (a) VGA (video graphics array) 
connector and USB (universal serial bus) flash drive and (b) side view of a laptop showing (i) 
connection for a power connector, (ii) network cable, (iii) VGA, and (iv) HDMI (high definition 
multimedia interface) cable input, respectively. 

The design of a connector is dependent on the specific application and system requirements. 

A few of the most common connector types include:    plug-and-socket, wire, bolted, insulated- 



piercing, and sliding.    Each of which is listed along with a brief description of their particular 

application in Table 2-1 [50, 59, 60]. 

Table 2-1. Summary of various electrical connector types and applications [50, 59, 60]. 

Connector Tvpe          Description                     Application                    Common Design Styles        i 
Plug-and-Socket Stationary/fixed contact Quick electrical 

connection/disconnections 
Jacks, pins, rack-and-panel 
connectors, integrated-circuit sockets, 
printed-circuit edge connector, etc. 

Wire Stationary/fixed contact Connecting wires/cables to 
connection sites for electronic 
equipment 

Weld bond, crimped bond, solder 
joint, screwed joint, etc. 

Compression Stationary/fixed contact Power network Bolted connector 

Insulation-Piercing Stationary/fixed contact Hermetically sealed contacts Jaw clamp 

Sliding Moving contact Instrumentation/controls Crossed rod. pin on disc, cartridge 
brush, etc. 

2.1.1 Failure Mechanisms in Electrical Contacts 

The functionality of electrical connectors is often reliant on the contact resistance of the 

contact surface. There are six common failure mechanisms observed that cause an increase in the 

contact resistance for electrical contacts: corrosion, wear, interference, mechanical, thermal 

acceleration, and thermal expansion [7], 

Corrosion failure is caused by a chemical reaction between the contact and its surroundings, 

which can leave the surface of the connector covered in corrosion products and insulating films, thus 

increasing the contact resistance. The main types of corrosion observed in electrical contacts include 

creep corrosion (i.e., reactive base metal corrosion products creep over the noble metal coating), pore 

corrosion (corrosion product from the base metal moves to the surface through pores in the coating), 

and dry corrosion (i.e., oxidation). Several factors including temperature, presence of corrosive 

gases, dust, and air velocity can influence the corrosion of an electrical contact by altering the 

rate/extent of corrosion. Increased temperatures and air flow can increase the kinetics with added 

heat and improved circulation of corrosive species [7, 24],   Pore corrosion is typically observed for 



nickel and gold coated contacts exposed to a Battelle Class II atmospheric corrosion mixed flowing 

gas (MFG) environment and is depicted for this specific system in Figure 2-2 [6, 13, 24]. 

(a) (I.. 
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Figure 2-2. Schematic of pore corrosion nucleation and growth in nickel and gold plated copper aged 
in a Battelle Class II atmospheric corrosion MFG environment: (a) initiation of corrosion site with 
pollutant gases reacting with the less noble nickel underlayer through a pore/defect in the gold top 
coating, (b) propagation of corrosion further into the nickel layer, with corrosion products traveling 
through the pore to the surface, and (c) corrosion reaches/corrodes the copper (with corrosion 
products still migrating through the pore to the surface creating a void at the nickel to copper 
interface). Source: Enos [6]. 

Wear failure occurs when excessive motion causes damage to the connector interface, such as 

from vibrations or sliding. Wear failure can take place by one or more of a range of mechanisms 

including adhesive wear, abrasive wear, delamination, brittle fracture, and fretting. Table 2-2 

provides a brief description of the common wear mechanisms. Lubrication can aid in reducing wear 

in electrical contacts in some situations, though it does not prevent all wear mechanisms. Instead, 

careful decisions regarding surface roughnesses, coating materials, and deposition processes and 

parameters, particularly those affecting the residual stresses in the coating (i.e., tensile versus 

compressive), are more influential factors that can be addressed to reduce wear failure. It should also 

be noted that in many wear failure mechanisms, debris is formed which then can cause abrasive wear 

degradation [7]. 



Table 2-2. Brief description of wear failure mechanism for electrical contacts [7]. 

Wear Mechanism                                  Description 
Adhesive Damage to contact surface caused by adhesion, 

decohesion, or reduced adhesion at the contact surface 
interface 

Abrasive Damage caused to contact surface by contact with a harder 
and rougher surface or by particles coming in between 
moving contact surfaces 

Delamination Subsurface cracking and crack coalescence causing 
delamination from cyclic movement 

Brittle Fracture Development of cracks in brittle materials due to sliding at 
the contact surface 

Fretting Damage caused by small cyclic movements 

Interference and mechanical failure mechanism are interrelated. Interference failure is based 

on particles, such as dust, coming in between contact surfaces causing a variety of issues, including 

preventing or reducing electrical contact. Mechanical failure of connectors encompasses a larger 

range of failure mechanisms from interference of particles to actual physical damage to the contact 

surfaces via mishandling or even disfigured components due to poor connector designs [7]. 

The last two failure mechanisms are temperature based. Thermal expansion failure is caused 

by a mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficients for the materials within the connectors or the 

motion that might occur at the contact interface as a result of thermal cycling. The last of the six 

main connector failure mechanisms, thermally accelerated failure, occurs when connectors are 

exposed to elevated temperatures which in turn accelerate certain mechanisms, including diffusion, 

stress relaxation, and creep [7], 

In many cases, damage caused by each of the latter five main failure mechanisms (i.e., wear, 

interference, mechanical, thermal expansion, and thermal acceleration) can lead to additional damage 

by corrosion, as any damage sustained by the protective coating on the surface of the connector 

could leave the more active nickel or copper exposed to the service environment. In general, the 

failure mechanism type observed often depends on the connector type.   For instance, wear failure 
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mechanisms are a larger concern for sliding connector applications rather than for stationary or 

permanently mated connectors [7]. 

2.1.2 Materials in Electrical Connectors 

The failure mechanisms observed in electrical connectors are based in part on the application 

and service environment of the connector. As such, the substrate and coating materials used in 

electrical connectors can vary slightly based on their application. The connector substrate material is 

chosen, predominately, based on electrical conductivity and cost. As such, copper and copper alloys 

are typically used due to their high electrical conductivity (see Table 2-3), though aluminum has also 

been used in some cases [7, 24]. 

Table 2-3. Electrical resistivity and conductivity for commonly used metals in electrical connector 
applications [24]. 

IM ate rial 
Resistivity at 20°C 

(liiclll 

Electrical Conductivity at 20°C 

mil RUB 

Silver 1.59 63.0 

Copper 1.65 59.9 

Cold 2.19 45.7 

Aluminum 2.65 37.7 

Nickel 6.84 14.6 

Platinum 10.6 9.5 

Palladium 10.8 9.3 

Based on the failure mechanisms discussed in the previous section, electrical connectors 

typically have a coating or coating system applied to the base substrate material in order to help 

prevent/delay failure and thus extend the life and reliability of the connector. Several different 

coatings have been investigated in the literature to identify coating materials that can maintain a 

relatively stable and low electrical resistance while in the various service environments.   Table 2-4 



provides a summary of some of the advantages and disadvantages for each [7, 21, 24-28]. Most 

coatings are produced by electroplating processes due to their low costs and the ease of coating 

complex components. As such, limited work has been completed with silver, gold, and nickel 

sputtered coatings [24]. Some previous work has investigated the possibility of using a nickel 

sputtered coating instead of a nickel plated coating due to the more environmental friendly nature of 

sputtering as opposed to electroplating (which utilizes solutions that must often undergo hazardous 

waste treatment prior to disposal) and the possibility of improved barrier related properties. 

However, little aging work has been completed [28]. 

Table 2-4. Summary of the various coating systems used in electrical connector applications with a 
few of the advantages and disadvantages of each [7, 21, 24 - 28]. 

Coating Material        Coating Process                 Advantages                         Disadvantages         ' 
Pure Gold Electroplating • Very high corrosion resistance 

• Very high electrical conductivity 

• Low wear resistance 

• Expensive 

Hard Gold/Nickel Electroplating • Very high corrosion resistance 

• Very high electrical conductivity 

■    Good wear resistance 

•    Gold is expensive 

Silver Electroplating • Very high electrical conductivity 

• Less expensive than gold 

• Low wear resistance 

• Lower corrosion resistance 

Tin. Tin-Lead Alloys Electroplating •    Less expensive than gold • Low wear resistance 

• Lower corrosion resistance 

Palladium. Palladium Alloys 

(with or without Au flash) 

Electroplating • Good wear resistance 

• Less expensive than gold 

•    Lower corrosion resistance 

Gold Alloys Cladding •    Good corrosion resistance •    Low wear resistance 

Nickel Electroplating • Inexpensive 

• Ease of coating complex objects 

• Lower corrosion resistance 

• Contaminations in coating 

Nickel Sputtering •    Finer microstructure •    Difficult to coat complex 
objects 

The most commonly used coating system is a plated gold layer over a nickel underlayer. 

Gold is the preferred top coating for electrical connectors, particularly for high reliability 

applications, as it has a very high resistance to corrosion in addition to being very electrically 

conductive [6, 7, 13, 25].   The nickel underlayer acts as a barrier layer, preventing the diffusion 
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between the base metal and gold, as well as increasing the wear resistance and durability of the gold 

coating [27, 29]. 

While gold is the best choice in terms of corrosion resistance, it is also very expensive.   As 

such, thinner gold layers or alternative coatings are often pursued for electrical contacts.   The issue 

with reducing the gold coating thickness is that there is a tradeoff between decreasing costs and 

increasing porosity in the coating (which leads to lower corrosion resistance as more of the 

underlying materials are exposed to the environment)    [7, 24, 29].    In efforts to balance these 

concerns, coating thicknesses used vary depending on the application.    In cases where highly 

corrosive environments are present or high reliability is required thicker gold coatings are   used. 

Gold coating thicknesses tend to range from roughly 0.4 urn to 1.3 urn with a nickel underlayer of at 

least 1.3 urn. Gold coatings with thicknesses under 0.8 urn are used in benign environments [21, 29]. 

In addition, recent research investigating the possibility of adding a 1 urn sealant layer of either pure 

silver or pure tin underneath the nickel and gold coatings to aid with the possibility of reducing the 

amount of gold without sacrificing any of the corrosion resistance of the system has been pursued 

[27]. 

2.2 Coating Processes 

There are many different coating processes available, including electroplating, sputtering, 

evaporation, and cladding. Each process is different and has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

There are six main steps that can be used to help determine a suitable coating for a specific 

application. These steps include: 

1. Identify and understand the final application 

2. Identify the desired properties that are believed to be the most important for the 

application 

3. Perform a materials selection to identify the best coating candidate material 
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4. Choose the proper deposition technique based on fabrication methods 

5. Coat the component with the chosen process while optimizing the deposition technique 

6. Characterize, analyze, and measure properties/performance [26]. 

For this research, the application is electrical contacts/connectors, thus the primary desired properties 

include low electrical resistance (high electrical conductivity), high corrosion resistance, and good 

wear resistance. The current state of the art coating system for electrical contacts and connectors is a 

combination of nickel and gold layers deposited via electroplating. As electroplating is not a line-of- 

sight process, complex components can be coated with more ease. In addition, electroplating is a 

relatively inexpensive technique [7, 24, 26]. As such, the majority of samples prepared for this 

research were prepared via electroplating. However, a subset of coupons was prepared with a nickel 

sputtered coating to act as a comparison. 

2.2.1 Electroplating 

Electroplating is an aqueous process that involves the oxidation of the target material at the 

anode, creating cations in the electrolyte plating solution. The cations are then attracted to the 

negatively biased substrate at the cathode where they are reduced at the substrate surface creating the 

coating. This process is depicted for nickel electroplating in Figure 2-3 where the anode is the nickel 

target material, the cathode is the substrate material (i.e., copper for the purposes of this research), 

with the following fundamental oxidation (Equation 2.1a)/reduction (Equation 2.1b) reactions 

occurring. 

Ni^Ni2+ + 2e~ (Eq2.1a) 

Ni2+ + 2e"^Ni (Eq2.1b) 
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Figure 2-3. Schematic of the nickel electroplating process depicting the nickel target (anode) and the 
substrate (cathode). Nickel is oxidized and removed from the target material and goes into solution, 
is attracted to the negatively biased substrate material, and reduces back to nickel metal on the 
substrate surface creating the nickel coating. 

The amount of material removed from the target and deposited on the substrate is related to the 

current density and plating time via Faraday's Law (shown in Equation 2.2) [34, 35, 36]. 

m = 
ItM 
nF 

(Eq 2.2) 

where m = mass lost by target, g 
I = current, A 
t = time, s 

M = molecular weight, g/mol 
n = charge of dissolved ions, equivalent/mol 
F = Faraday's constant, C/equivalent 
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The complete plating process, however, is more complicated than described earlier, with several 

important parameters that influence the plating process and quality of the coating include the 

electrolyte solution, applied current, temperature, pH, circulation, anode/cathode configurations, 

deposition time, and substrate cleaning/activation. In addition, each of the listed parameters can 

affect more than just one aspect of the plating process. 

The composition of the electroplating solution is very important in the plating process. In 

order for electroplating to occur, the anode and cathode must be electrically connected. Thus, the 

plating solution, as well as the anode and cathode materials, must be electrically conductive, which 

limits the materials that can be electroplated. Major components in the plating bath include metal 

ions/compounds supplying ions for coating, support ions (such as salts that help increase the 

conductivity of the plating solution), and additives. The metal ions/compounds supplying metal ions 

are used to create the actual coating and the support ions are added to help improve the conductivity 

of the plating solution. A variety of additives can be included in the plating solution to help control 

the coating properties, including, but not limited to, brighteners, stress relievers, and levelers. The 

name of each additive describes its effect on the coating/deposit. For example, stress relievers are 

added to help reduce the stresses in the coating and brighteners are added to help improve the optical 

reflectivity of the plated surface. Levelers (often organic additives) create a smoother surface by 

causing preferential plating in the recesses/valleys in the surface, see Figure 2-4c. Peaks and valleys 

can be the result of scratches in the substrate or surface preparations such as grinding [26, 32, 34, 35, 

36, 67]. 
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Substrate 

AAAA 
Substrate 

(c) Deposit 

Substrate 

Figure 2-4. Microthrowing power/leveling effects during electroplating, (a) Neutral microthrow, i.e., 
even coating thickness across peaks and valleys, (b) negative microthrow, i.e., predominate plating on 
peaks resulting in increased surface roughness, and (c) positive microthrow, i.e., leveling effects 
resulting in decreased surface roughness. 

In addition to decreasing the surface roughness via the use of levelers, the plating solution 

composition can also increase the surface roughness if the peaks are preferentially plated instead of 

the recesses/valleys. In general, the uniformity of the coating deposition based on the plating 

solution, is referred to as the throwing power. The throwing power can be separated into macro and 

micro throwing power, where macro throwing power refers to the thickness uniformity of a plating on 

a substrate with macroscopic surface features [35]. Similarly, but on a smaller scale (i.e., 

irregularities/surface features roughly 10 urn to 1 cm in size), the micro throwing power plating 

solution describes the coating uniformity to one of three possible categories: neutral micro throw, 

positive micro throw, or negative microthrow (see Figure 2-4). A plating solution producing a 

coating with uniform thickness over surface features is referred to as having a neutral micro throw. If 

the peaks of the features have a larger coating thickness than the recesses, the plating solution has a 
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negative microthrow, while a plating solution with a leveling effect on the coating has a positive 

microthrow [26, 27, 32, 34, 35]. 

The composition of the plating solution can also affect the porosity, coating composition, and 

various mechanical properties (such as hardness, tensile strength, etc.).  Many of these properties are 

influenced by the presence of impurities in the plating solution which can be co-deposited along with 

the intended metal.   For example, sulfur deposited with nickel coatings can result in compressive 

stresses, and the deposition of gold with small amounts of cobalt increase the coating hardness/wear 

resistance, and an increased pH can cause metal hydroxides to be co-deposited [32, 34, 35, 37].     Di 

Bari (Figure 2-5) shows qualitatively how a few of the various operating parameters can influence 

properties of electroplated nickel for the commonly used. Watts nickel and nickel sulfamate plating 

solutions.   Compositions and typical operating conditions for each plating solution are detailed in 

Table 2-5 [32]. 
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Tensile 
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Hardness 

Elongation 
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Nickel 
Content 

Chloride 
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Temperature pH Cathode 
Current 
Density 

• - — Watts nickel deposits 

—— Sulfamate nickel deposits 

Figure 2-5. Example of the effects the operating conditions can have on electroplated nickel from 
Watts and sulfamate solutions. Source: Di Bari [32]. 

Table 2-5. Summary of bath compositions and operating conditions for the Watts nickel and nickel 
sulfamate plating solutions. Source: Di Bari [32]. 

Parameter/ Bath Component Watts Bath Nickel Sulfamate Bath 

B
at

h 
C

om
po

si
tio

n 
(g

/L
) 

Nickel sulfate, NiS04 • 6H20 225-400 — 

Nickel sulfamate, Ni(S03NH2)2 — 30-45 

Nickel chloride, NiCl2 • 6H20 30-60 300-450 

Boric acid, H3B03 30-45 0-30 

O
pe

ra
ti

ng
 

C
on

di
tio

ns
 

Temperature (°C) 44-66 32-60 

Cathode current density (A/dm2) 3-11 0.5-30 

pH 2-4.5 3.5-5.0 
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The current density and deposition time are two of the parameters that govern the coating 

thickness.   If the current density is not distributed properly, the coating thickness will vary, with 

thicker coatings produced in the areas with higher current densities.   As such, the geometry and 

arrangement of the anode (target material) and cathode (substrate) can influence the coating 

uniformity by adjusting the current density distribution at the cathode [35].   Figure 2-6 depicts this 

principle for the example of electroplating nickel onto a copper substrate. Additional parameters that 

influence the current distribution include: plating solution composition, conductivity/composition of 

the anode/cathode, and surface condition of the cathode [26]. 

Figure 2-6. Schematic depicting the effect cathode/anode geometries can have on the coating 
uniformity, (a) Single anode located on one side of the substrate resulting in a thicker coating on the 
surfaces nearer the target material and (b) four anode system allowing for improved coating 
uniformity. 

Substrate preparation and cleaning is another aspect of the plating process that can have a 

large influence on the quality of the coating produced. If the substrates are not properly cleaned prior 

to coating, impurities (such as dirt, oils, etc.) will remain on the surface and can negatively impact the 

coating adhesion. In addition, impurities on the substrate surface can also increase the porosity of the 
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coating, as they may not necessarily be electrically conductive, and thus will not be plated [26, 37]. 

Substrate surface roughnesses can further affect the coating thickness, as the coating thickness on a 

rough sample can be thinner as compared to a smooth sample plated under the same condition.  As x- 

ray fluorescence is a commonly used technique to examine electroplated coatings, based on its quick 

and non-destructive nature, the mass of coating material is evaluated.   As such, for a given mass of 

coating material deposited on the surface, the coating thickness will not be the same for a rough 

sample versus a smooth one due to the fact that the amount of surface area to be coated increases with 

increasing surface roughness [37]. 

The resulting surface morphology of an electrodeposited coating can vary depending on 

many  of the aforementioned  electroplating  processing  parameters.     For  instance,  the  surface 

topography in general will follow the topography of the underlying substrate.  Depending on the size 

of the surface features, coating thickness, and presence of leveling agents in the plating solution, the 

resulting surface could be smoother or rougher than the substrate surface (see Figure 2-7 and  Figure 

2-8) [35, 38] . A brief summary of a few of the processing parameters along with the various aspects 

of the plating process that they influence are provided in Table 2-6. 
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Table 2-6. Summary of various plating operating parameters and their effects on the resulting coating 
[26, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37]. 

Parameter                       Process Influence            i 
Temperature •   Deposition rate 

pll •   Coating composition 

Agitation 
• Deposition rate 

• Coating uniformity 

Current Density 

• Deposition rate 

• Coating uniformity 

• Coating composition 

• Coating microstructure 

• Coating adherence 

Deposition Time •  Coating thickness 

Electrolyte Composition 

■   Deposition rate 

• Coating composition 

• Stress in coating 

• Porosity 

• Corrosion resistance 

• Throwing power/coating roughness 

Substrate Preparation 

• Porosity 

• Coating microstructure 

• Coating adherence 

• Coating uniformity 

• Throwing power/coating roughness 

Anode/Cathode Geometry •  Coating uniformity 

Figure 2-7. Image of gold plated copper with spherical nanoparticles incorporated into the coating 
producing a spherically structured surface. Source: Song [21]. 
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Figure 2-8. SEM images of gold plated oxygen free high conductivity (OFHC) copper, from P. Misra 
and J. Nagaraju, showing the differences in surface topography based on the thickness of the gold 
coating applied with (a) bare copper, followed by copper with (b) 0.1 urn thick, gold plating, (c) 0.3 
urn thick gold plating, and (d) 0.5 urn thick gold plating. Source: Misra & Nagaraju [38]. 

2.2.2 Sputtering 

There are several different types of spulering processes, including diode, triode, direct 

current (DC), radio frequency (RF), balanced magnetron, unbalanced magnetron, and high power 

impulse magnetron (HIPIMS). Each varies from the fundamental process to enhance efficiency or to 

allow for added capabilities (see Table 2-7). In the basic sputtering process (also known as diode 

sputtering), an inert gas is ionized via a collision with a high energy electron (see Figure 2-9). The 

ionized gas particles are then accelerated toward the target material which has a negative voltage 

applied to it. When the ionized gas particles collide with the target material, momentum is transferred 

causing atoms of the target material to be ejected from the surface and deposit on the negatively 

charged substrate, as depicted in Figure 2-10 [26,40-42]. 
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Figure 2-9. Schematic depicting the ionization of the inert gas (argon) used during sputtering upon 
colliding with an electron, as well as the subsequent collision of the ionized gas particle with the 
target surface ejecting target atoms. Source: Oxford Vacuum Science [22]. 

Substrate and film growth 

Sputtering I 
Gas    ^ 

: 

•V \t/ 
Ar+ o o   o 

o ° 

T Sputtering Target 

Figure 2-10. Schematic of the fundamental sputtering process depicting the ionized gas particles (Ar+) 
colliding with the target material causing target atoms to be ejected and deposited on the substrate. 
Source: Reade [39]. 

While diode sputtering is simple, it also can have low deposition rates. Magnetron sputtering 

addresses this issue by using a magnet and the creation of a magnetic field to retain the electrons near 

the target surface, thus creating a higher electron density and an increased number of collisions 

between the electrons and inert gas particles (Figure 2-11). Since increased sputtering and deposition 

rates are achieved, magnetron sputtering is among the most commonly used sputtering techniques. 
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MAGNETRON SPUTTER SOURCE 
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Figure 2-11. Schematic of the magnetron sputtering process depicting the magnetic field used to 
retain electrons near the target surface. Ionized gas particles (Ar+) colliding with the target material 
causing target atoms to be ejected and deposited on the substrate. Source: Maraca Coating 
Technologies, LLC [47]. 

Table 2-7. Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of various sputtering techniques [26]. 

Sputtering                                                                                                                                               i 
lv1ethod                         Advantages                                                   Disadvantages                              [ 

Diode 

• Simple design 

• RF or DC 

• Low deposition rates 

• Hard to deposit unifonnily on complex components 

■   Residual stresses prevent the creation of thick 
coatings 

Triode •   Lower pressure required 

Magnetron 

• Increased sputtering/deposition rates 

• Decreases impurities in coatings 

• Lower pressure required 

• Higher efficiencies 

• RF or DC 

• Direct or reactive sputtering 

• Higher target utilization (such as with 

unbalanced magnetron) 

• Difficult to sputter magnetic materials 

• Difficult to coat complexobjects 

HIPIMS 

• Improved adhesion 

• Improved microstructures 

• Improved coverage of complex objects 

•   Lower deposition rates as compared tc magnetron 

sputtering 
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There are several deposition parameters (pressure, temperature, ion energy, etc.) that have an 

impact on the coating properties. Qualities such as adhesion, purity, structure, coating growth modes, 

and coating microstructure are amongst the most important influenced by the operating conditions. 

The three primary growth modes are Volmer-Weber, Frank van der Merwe, and Stanski- 

Krastavnov.   The Volmer-Weber mode (i.e., island mode) can be described by the formation of 

individual islands of coating material that grow to form the coating.   Island growth is typical when 

stronger bonding is formed between the coating materials rather than between the coating material 

and the substrate.   Frank van der Merwe growth (i.e., layer-by-layer mode) is observed for systems 

where the bond strength between film and substrate atoms is greater than or equal to the bond 

between  coating  atoms.     As  most  systems  do  not strictly  correspond to  either  of the two 

aforementioned growth modes, the most common mode observed is the Volmer-Weber mode.  This 

mode is a "mixed-mode" in that the coating is formed by a combination of the previous two methods 

with some layer-by-layer aspects as well as island formations [26, 43]. Each growth mode is depicted 

in Figure 2-12. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

ISLAND 

QQOO o  ooon 

LAYER 

OOOOO   OOP   oo 

gggggflVggWe 

STRANSKI   KRASTANOV 

Figure 2-12. Schematic depicting the three growth modes observed in thin film deposition: (a) 
Volmer-Weber or Island, (b) Frank van der Merwe or layer, and (c) Stranksi-Krastanov. Source: 
Ohring [43]. 
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Ion bombardment can be used to improve coating properties during deposition.   Depending 

on the bombarding ion energy, several phenomena can occur. Nine different surface effects are 

depicted in Figure 2-13, including removal of surface impurities, removal of surface atoms via 

sputtering, creation of surface vacancies, incorporation of impurities, and crevice filling [31]. The 

subsurface effects from ion bombardment, i.e., the creation of vacancies, intermixing of atom, and re- 

sputtering of atoms, are further illustrated in Figure 2-14, depicting the specific types of vacancies 

formed. Depending on the system needs, many of these effects are beneficial and can result in 

smoother coatings with increased density, step coverage, and adhesion [26, 31]. 

Figure 2-13. Schematic depicting the "effects of bombarding ions on the surface atoms: (a) adsorbate 
removal or chemical activation, (b) lateral displacement, (c) surface vacancy created by sputtering, 
(d) surface vacancy created by displacement to an adatom position, (e) knock-on implantation of an 
impurity atom, (f) knock-on implantation of a film atom, (g) crevice filling by ion-enhanced surface 
mobility, (h) crevice filling by forward sputtering, and (i) breakup of 3D nucleus". Source: Smith 
[31]. 

surface 
o   o   o 

•   • 

•   • 

Figure 2-14. "Types of atomic displacements produced in the collision cascade. The heavy line is the 
path of the impinging ion. (a) Frenkel-pair creation, (b) replacement collision, (c) sputtering, and (d) 
ion mixing". Source: Smith [31]. 
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In addition to these surface/subsurface effects, the overall microstructure of the coating can 

be modeled as a function of the bombarding ion energy, substrate temperature, and the argon pressure 

as shown in Figure 2-15.   A total of five zones are depicted (Zone 1, Zone M, Zone T, Zone 2, and 

Zone 3) in the structure zone models. Zone 1 is characterized by a low density packing of tapered 

columns.   Zones M and T are part of a region called a transition region in earlier versions of the 

model [43, 45], though now separated with Zone T remaining a transition region and Zone M a region 

with a domed topped columnar structure [46].   Zone 2 is characterized by columnar grains with a 

facetted surface, and Zone 3 has a higher density recrystallized grain structure [26, 46]. 

Transition Morphology 
with No Long Rangs Structure 
Beyond the nm Level 

Matchstick Morphology 
Consisting of Parallal 
Columns with Domed Tops 

Columnar Crystalline 
Grain Structure 

Porous Morphology 
Consisting of Tapered 
Columns Separated 

by Voids 

Recrystallized Crystalline 
Grain Structure 

Figure 2-15. Structure Zone Model schematic describing the microstructure of sputtered coatings as a 
function of substrate/melting point temperature, argon pressure, and ion energy. Source: Stelmack 
[46]. 
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One disadvantage associated with magnetron sputtering is that magnetic materials can be 

difficult to deposit. This creates a challenge for sputtering nickel as it is a magnetic metal. In the 

literature, there are a few different approaches to allow for the sputter deposition of magnetic 

materials including: doping the target (i.e., nickel doped with vanadium, typically on the order of 7- 

9% [19]) to the point that it is no longer magnetic, heating the target material and depositing at a 

temperature above the Curie temperature, or reducing the target thickness in order to increase the 

magnetic field strength [5, 10, 19]. The issue with magnetron sputtering magnetic materials is that 

the magnetic material blocks/interferes with the magnetic field used during the sputtering process to 

help increase the density of electrons near the target surface. The use of thin targets for magnetic 

materials allows the magnetic field generated by the magnetron system to penetrate the target and 

work as intended, though the field may not be quite as strong as it normally would be with a non- 

magnetic target. Similarly, stronger magnets can be used with the magnetron system to help extend 

the magnetic field past the target material [10]. For the purposes of this research, a reduced thickness 

target was utilized for nickel sputtering. 

2. 3 Aging Studies 

Aging studies are completed to observe how a particular system will react to a given 

environment over time. There are a few different types of aging studies, the most accurate of which 

is a long term field test, where the components or coupons are placed in the actual environment and 

allowed to remain there for years. However, in some cases, the time and resources are not always 

available for such a test, and shorter accelerated tests are performed. One issue to be concerned with 

accelerated tests is that you must be careful that the "enhanced" environment will accelerate the 

various aging mechanisms as they normally would occur and not additional side reactions. For 

instance, during the atmospheric corrosion aging of nickel and gold plated copper contacts, the 

corrosion products and films created are dependent on the environment.  If the test environment used 
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is  not  representative  of the  actual   field  environment,  such  as  by  obtaining  extremely  high 

concentrations of pollutants or including pollutants that are not observed in the actual environment, 

they can  produce results that have  little  significance by obtaining different  corrosion product 

chemistries and mechanisms (more detail provided in Section 2.3.1) [1, 48].   The state of the art 

accelerated aging test for electrical connectors is an atmospheric corrosion/mixed flowing gas (MFG) 

exposure, though there are many different types of aging environments.   As such, this research will 

focus on atmospheric corrosion/mixed flowing gas (MFG), with additional elevated temperature and 

relative humidity (TRH) and thermal cycling (TC) studies as well. 

2.3.1 Atmospheric Corrosion/Mixed Flowing Gas (MFG) 

The mixed flowing gas (MFG) test environments were created to allow for realistic 

accelerated aging of electrical components based on the combination of temperature, humidity, and 

pollutant gases (H2S, Cl2, N02, and S02) that would be found in the normal working environment of 

the components. Each testing condition is based on data collected over time in the actual service 

environments [1, 2, 30]. Several different MFG test methods have been created, with the most 

commonly used test being designed by Battelle Labs. In addition, a few of the other MFG test 

methods were directly based on the Battelle work (including test methods from Electronic Industries 

Association and International Electrotechnical Commission). Each MFG test consists of a range of 

environments (i.e., Class I, II, III, etc.) meant to represent the service environment. Even though the 

test methods have differing numbers of environments (Battelle MFG has four environments and 

Electronic Industries Associations has six environments), they each have the same basic components 

(i.e., H2S, Cl2, N02, and occasionally S02 pollutant gases, temperature, and relative humidity). 

However, exact concentrations vary slightly [30, 75]. Since the Battelle Class II MFG environment is 

one of the most commonly used test environment involving nickel and/or gold plated connectors [1, 
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2, 6,  11,  13, 18], this research used a Battelle Class II MFG environment to allow for better 

comparison with previous studies. 

There are four Battelle test environments (Classes I, II, III, and IV) used to represent a variety 

of service environments.  With each class, the corrosive nature of the environment increases, ranging 

from Class I to Class IV. Each of the classes are described in terms of industrial environments, where 

Class I refers to a well-controlled office environment, Class II is a light industrial environment (i.e., 

office  environment with moderate  environmental  control).  Class  III   is  a moderate  industrial 

environment (i.e., areas with little environmental control), and Class IV is a heavy industrial 

environment (i.e., areas with elevated pollutant levels with little to no environmental control) [30, 75]. 

Based on which test environment is chosen, the test concentrations of the pollutant gases, the 

temperature, and the relative humidity levels change. Table 2-8 shows the conditions used for each of 

the four Battelle environments. The choice of class environment depends on the final application. 

Table 2-8. Listing of the four Battelle Class test environments. Note that no information is provided 
for the Class I environment as data showed no environmental concerns for reliability issues. Source: 
CALCE [75]. 

Class  Temperature, °C  Relative Humidity, %      N02, ppb       H2S,ppb        Cl2,ppb 

I ... — — ... ... 
II 30±2 70 ±2 200 ±25 10 +0/-4 10+0/-2 
III 30 l 2 75 ±2 200 ± 25 100±I0 20 ±5 
IV 50 i 2 75 ±2 200 ±25 200 ±10 50±5 

Creep, pore, and dry (i.e., oxidation) corrosion are typical failure mechanisms observed in 

electrical connectors. Due to the fact that the nickel underlayer acts as a barrier/inhibitor for creep 

corrosion and gold does not oxidize, pore corrosion (discussed in more detail in Section 2.1.1) is the 

primary corrosion mechanism observed for the nickel and gold plated copper system in the Battelle 

Class II environment. As the testing environment changes, and higher concentrations of pollutant 

gases are utilized, the mechanism and primary corrosion products vary to an extent, see Table 2-9 [1. 

48]. 
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Table 2-9. Corrosion mechanisms and product chemistries for nickel and gold plated copper contact 
materials aged in the Battelle Class test environments. Source: Abbott [1]. 

Class      Mechanism           Chemistry 
1 — Cu20 

11 pore Cu20. CuxOyClz 

III pore & creep Cu2S.Cu20 

IV creep Cu2S.Cu20 

2.3.2 Thermal Cycling (TC) 

Thermal cycling aging is based on differences in the expansion coefficients and potential 

shock/vibrations that may be observed at the coating/substrate interface. It is typically a more 

significant issue for systems in which the materials have large differences in their thermal expansion 

coefficient, or CTE. Table 2-10 lists linear thermal expansion coefficients for several materials, 

including nickel, gold, and copper, for temperatures between roughly 20 °C to 300 °C [3, 77]. 

Table 2-10. Linear thermal expansion coefficients for various materials for temperatures between 
roughly 20 °C and 300 °C [3, 77]. 

Thermal Expansion Coefficient 
Material                                                   ,„_ 

Oxygen-tree Copper 17.7 
Nickel 13.3 
Cold 14.2 

Aluminum 23.6 
Iron 11.7 

Silicon 5.0 

When a material cannot freely expand/contract as it is heated or cooled, thermal residual stresses are 

induced and can be expressed as: 

a = Ea^Tf - T0) = EaxAT (Eq 2.3) 
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where E is the modulus of elasticity, ai is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, and AT is the 

change in the temperature (i.e., final temperature, Tf, minus initial, T0) [26].   When working with a 

coating/substrate system, the residual  stress  due to mismatched expansion  coefficients  can  be 

expressed as: 

o-cTE = rHT2(as - ac)dT =rHa*- ac)Cr2 - Ti) (Eq 2-4) 

where   OCTE = residual stress due to mismatched CTE's, MPa 
Ec = modulus of elasticity for the coating material, GPa 
vc = Poisson's ratio for the coating 
ac = thermal expansion coefficient for coating, um/um°C or um/um°F 
as = thermal expansion coefficient for the substrate, um/um°C or um/um°F 
T| = initial temperature, °F or °C 
T2 = final temperature, °F or °C 

For example, in order to calculate the residual stress due to mismatched CTE's in association with the 

cooling of a sample after deposition, T, would be the deposition temperature, and T2 would be the 

final temperature [26]. For metal to metal interfaces between nickel, copper, and gold, it is not 

expected that there will be a dramatic change based on thermal cycling alone as their thermal 

expansion coefficients are relatively similar in magnitude. 

2.3.3 Elevated Temperature and Relative Humidity (TRH) 

While investigating atmospheric corrosion environments, Abbott compiled a list of the 

various parameters important for corrosion in connector materials in order of importance including: 

1) relative humidity 

2) reactive chlorides 

3) reduced sulfides (i.e., H2S) 

4) air exchange rate 
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5) humidity cycling 

6) linear velocity 

7) oxidizers (i.e., N02, 03) 

8) sulfur dioxide 

9) temperature. 

While Abbott lists relative humidity amongst the most important variables for corrosion, he also notes 

that in and of itself, relative humidity environments are benign in regards to electrical contact systems 

[48]. In the absence of additional corrosive species, any of the nickel underlayer that is exposed to 

the environment through pore/defects in the gold coating will act as a barrier to corrosion and forms a 

passive oxide film [29]. 

2.4 Electrical Contact Resistance (ECR) 

One of the primary methods for assessing the functionality of an electrical connector is to 

examine the electrical contact resistance of the contact surfaces. The electrical contact resistance is 

the total resistance between two contact surfaces which can greatly affect the performance of the 

connector and potentially the entire device. As no surface is completely flat when observed at the 

microscopic level, there are a finite number of points of contact between two surfaces. Therefore, the 

current flow between materials is restricted to passing through the limited number of contact sites, as 

depicted in Figure 2-16, which results in an increase in the electrical resistance. If the electrical 

resistance is too high, a sufficient electrical current will not be able to flow across the contact to allow 

the component to work properly, if at all [38, 49, 51]. 
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Figure 2-16. Schematic of two conductive surfaces in contact. Due to the limited number of actual 
points in contact between the two surfaces where the current can pass between the surfaces, the 
overall electrical resistance is increased. 

There are a variety of conditions that can influence the observed electrical contact resistance 

of a system, including surface roughness, hardness, and load [37, 38]. It is expected that with 

increasing surface roughness, a decrease in the electrical contact resistance should be observed due to 

an increase in the area actually in contact between the two surfaces. In addition, rough surfaces are 

better able to penetrate surface oxide films than smooth surfaces, as depicted in Figure 2-17 [37, 50]. 

Smooth Surface Rough Surface 

Figure 2-17. Schematic comparing smooth versus rough surfaces when in contact under a load. 
Source: Braunovic [50]. 
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The electrical contact resistance decreases with increasing load, as shown in Figure 2-18, due 

to an increased extent of contact between two surfaces as the two surfaces are brought closer together, 

as well as the fact that features on the surface can begin to deform [49].     As the hardness of the 

materials influences their ability to deform under load, it also affects the electrical contact resistance. 

For example, softer materials (such as pure gold) are easier to deform than harder materials, but often 

a trade-off must be made as increased hardness in the coating materials improves the wear resistance 

[38]. 
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Figure 2-18. Example of change in electrical contact resistance with applied load for a nickel and gold 
plated copper contact using a gold plated beryllium copper probe. 

Cumulative distribution function plots (CDF) are used to aid in the analysis of ECR data. A 

general CDF plot shows percentage (or fraction) versus some specified parameter. The parameter 

used is typically the parameter of interest, i.e., for this research the parameter is electrical contact 

resistance, while the percentage (or fraction) refers to the percentage (or fraction) of the data that are 

less than or equal to a specific value for the parameter used on the x-axis.  For example, if we had a 
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CDF plot that looked like the one shown in Figure 2-19, we observe that approximately 85% of the 

data is for a resistance of 17 mfi or less for the Battelle Class II aged sample, while 100% of the data 

for the unaged sample falls within the 10-11 mQ range. 
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Figure 2-19. Example cumulative distribution function plot (CDF) showing that about 85% of the 
example resistance data has a resistance of 17 mQ or less for the aged samples while 100% of the 
resistance data for the unaged samples falls within 10-11 m£l. 

The CDF plots can be particularly useful for analyzing ECR data for systems undergoing 

pore corrosion, such as nickel and gold plated copper exposed to a Battelle Class II environment [6, 

13], as the data can be displayed without being skewed due to a few data points with dramatically 

increased resistances corresponding to the localized areas of corrosion that do not uniformly cover the 

surface (see Figure 2-20). 
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Figure 2-20. Example of a Battelle Class II aged Au/Ni plated copper sample showing the typical 
corrosion bloom and product halo created during the pore corrosion of the surface. 

Electrical contact resistances for unexposed/clean contacts are typically on the order of 1 mil 

or less depending on the applied load, materials system, and probe used during data collection [37, 

38, 49, 52]. A few authors, however, acquired data at roughly 10 mfl which is an order of magnitude 

larger [13, 52]. The difference in magnitude of observed resistances is based on variations in the 

actual measurement set up and technique, specifically between dynamic and static data collection. 

See Figure 2-21 and Figure 2-22, as well as Table 2-11, for examples and a summary of electrical 

contact resistance values observed in the literature. 

Electrical Contact Resistance 

Experimental 
■   1-wk      »   3-wks 

Numerical 
 1-wk 3-wk    - 

"   5-wks 
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Figure 2-21. Experimental (data points) and numerical (solid/dashed lines) ECR values for gold 
coated copper using a gold plated beryllium copper probe. Source: Moffat et al. [52]. 
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Figure 2-22. Experimental electrical contact resistance for nickel and gold plated copper as a function 
of gold plating thickness. Source: Misra & Nagaraju [38]. 

Table 2-11. Summary of various ECR values found in the literature for unaged samples [38, 52, 71- 
74]. 

Substrate         Coating                                                          Probe                                 ,       . 
Load        ECR (mil)    ,.             ,      ,   Probe matenal  Reference 

Material          System                                                  diameter(mm) 

Cu Au plated 200 g - 10 3 Au plated BeCu 52 

Cu Copper 
50 g 

200 g 

0.8-1.5 

0.8- 1 

— — 
70 

Ag Au plated 10 g 2-4 _. ... 74 

CA725 
Au Hash. Pd 

plated 
50 g -3-7 — ... 71 

Au plated lOOg 1.3-2 1.6 Gold 73 

Alloy 511 
Phosphor 

Bronze 
Ni +Au plated 

25 g 
50 g 

75 g 

2.9 - 4.5 

2-3 

1.4-2.2 

1 — 72 

Alloy 511 
Phosphor 

Bronze 
Ni +Au plated 

25 g 
50 g 

75 g 

5.3 - 6.5 

1.5-2 

1-1.1 

6.36 — 72 

Cu Au plated 40- 190 g -0.04-0.14 — — 38 

There are several different models that have been used to describe and model the contact 

resistance.    Most are based on the works of Holm and Greenwood with modifications made to 
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improve the model based on variations in surface features/sizes or aging products/films on the surface 

[13, 38, 49, 51-57].  For instance, in the work completed by Sun et al. and Moffat et al. on Battelle 

Class II aged nickel and gold plated copper contact materials, the authors used a slightly modified 

version of Malucci's model based on Greenwood's work [13, 52].   Malucci defined the electrical 

contact resistance as the sum of two contributing resistance factors, i.e., the resistance due to the 

points of true contact created between asperities on the surface (Equation 2.6)   and the apparent 

resistance (Equation 2.7) [13, 52, 54-56]. 

ECR = Rspots + Rint (Eq 2.5) 

with 

1 

^■N   spot 
Rspots = ^ — = -        ., CTT (E9 2-6) 

ZN- 
(drC)   XjX[ + C 

Rint = § (Eq 2.7) 

D = 2.2 (™EpSs) /s (Eq 2.8) 

where ECR = electrical contact resistance 
Rspots = ECR contribution due to resistance at spots of true contact 
Ri„t = ECR contribution due to the apparent contact area 
p = resistivity 
D = diameter of cluster of surface feature in actual contact 
d, = diameter of ilh true contact 
N = total number of true contact points 
Xj, X|' = fraction of exposed metal before and after i   contact 
F = applied force 
Rprobe = probe radius 
E = elastic modulus 
C =4/3 

Sun et al. and Moffat et al. extended this model by adding to the Rspots term in order to account for the 

differences in the resistances of large corrosion blooms, small corrosion blooms, and other asperities 

on the surface. They defined the resistance of the large blooms as: 
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-^TTAbloom 

and added to the RSp0ts term providing the expression 

Rspots = „     i    ,„,   i (Eq 2.10) 
iN   spot+2-NR 

where RBB = resistance of the large bloom 
Pbbom = resistivity of bloom material 
Awoom = area of bloom 

This particular method was able to model the electrical contact resistance data for unaged samples. 

However it over predicted the resistances for aged samples, see Figure 2-21 [13]. 

2.5 Residual Stress 

Residual stress by definition is stress within a material that remains after the original stress 

has been removed. Residual stress is sometimes referred to as internal stress and can be divided into 

two main types, extrinsic and intrinsic stresses. Extrinsic stresses are typically caused by high 

temperature processing with mismatched thermal expansion coefficients for the substrate and coating 

materials (such as those described in Section 2.3.2) or, in the case of epitactic stresses, due to 

structural mismatches between the substrate and film. These stresses are typically less than lGPa. 

Intrinsic residual stresses, on the other hand, are caused by a variety of factors, including changes in 

volume and displacement of atoms, and can be very difficult to measure, though they can be much 

higher in magnitude (1-10 GPa) as compared to the extrinsic stresses [26]. 

There are several sources of residual stresses in materials. Residual stresses can be 

introduced to a system at one of many steps during processing, whether it is due to grinding or rolling 

of the substrate material or the various coating processing conditions which influence the coating 
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microstructure    and    composition    (i.e.,    coating    density,    texturing,    grain    size,    surface 

morphology/roughness, and incorporated impurities).  If residual stresses become too large (whether 

compressive or tensile) they can cause immediate damage to the coating, and thus influence the 

functionality of the coating.   In order to relieve large compressive stresses, coatings will buckle. 

Likewise, cracks can form to relieve tensile stresses [26]. 

A variety of residual stresses has been observed for nickel and gold plated copper, as well as 

nickel sputtered copper. For electroplated nickel coatings, Di Bari lists possible tensile residual 

stresses ranging from 0-185 MPa in magnitude depending on the plating solution/condition. For 

example, additive free Watts nickel platings range from roughly 125-185 MPa, and 0-55 MPa for 

sulfamate nickel coatings. Nickel coatings can also have a compressive stress instead of a tensile one, 

which is typically observed when sulfur is co-deposited with nickel [32]. Various additives can be 

incorporated in the plating bath to influence various aspects of the process, including stress relievers. 

As with the electroplated nickel, the residual stresses observed in electroplated gold can vary 

depending on the plating conditions. Kohl examines a gold electroplating solution containing 

thallium and how depending on the temperature and the current density used during deposition, the 

residual stress ranges from a compressive stress of approximately 25 MPa up to a 150 MPa tensile 

stress [33]. In addition, Lille et al. reports an initial residual stress ranging from approximately 180 

MPa to 400 MPa depending on the current density and coating thickness for brush-plated gold 

coatings [8, 9]. 

2.5.1 Residual Stress Measurement Techniques 

There are many different techniques that can be used to determine the residual stresses 

present in a material. The particular technique selected will depend on several factors including 

information needed (i.e.. stresses in the surface versus subsurface) and technique requirements versus 

system specifications (i.e., there may limitations for certain techniques based on observable materials 
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or substrate to coating thickness ratios). A brief summary of a few select residual stress measurement 

techniques, along with a few of their respective advantages and disadvantages, are listed in Table 

2-12. For the purpose of this research, x-ray diffraction was used to determine the residual stress 

present in the coatings based on its ability to determine residual stresses in thin coatings non- 

destructive^. 

Table 2-12. Summary of various techniques used to determine residual stress with their advantages 
and disadvantages [14-17, 20]. 

Technique                                   Advantages                                          Disadvantages                j 
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) • Non-destructive 

• Commonly available 

• Large range of materials observable 

• Surface stresses (can be combined with other 

techniques to obtain subsurface stresses) 

• Predominantly lab-based systems 

• Small coupons required 

• Expensive 

Synchrotron X-Ray 

Diffraction 
• Non-destructive 

• Deeper penetration depths as compared to XRD 

• Very expensive - specialty labs only 

• Unable to analyze thin films 

• Poor resolution 

Neutron Diffraction • Non-destructive 

■ Deeper penetration depths as compared to XRD 

• Very expensive - specialty labs only 

• Unable to analyze thin films 

Hole Drilling • Inexpensive 

• Can be used to obtain residual stress vs. depth 

for large depths (upto - 1 m below the surface) 

• Semi-destructive 

• Complexdata analysis 

• Limited resolution and sensitivity 

• Not practical for thin/brittle coatings 

Curvature Method • Can be used to observe residual stresses 

during coating or after coating 

• Requires thin substrates/coatings 

Raman • Non-destructive • Limited materials observable 

2.5.2 Residual Stress Calculations with X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

The basic XRD process involves an incident x-ray beam that irradiates a sample with x-rays 

and diffract off of an atomic plane within the crystal structure of the material, as depicted in Figure 

2-23. This phenomenon is characterized by Bragg's Law of diffraction: 
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nX = 2dsin8 (Eq2.11) 

where d is the lattice spacing between atomic planes, 9 is the angle of diffraction, X is the wavelength 

of the x-rays used, and n is the order of diffraction. As such, the angle of diffraction will be different 

when different radiation sources (i.e., copper or chromium, which have different X values) are used. 

incident 
X-rays 

substrate 
thin film 

diffracted 
X-rays 

Figure 2-23. Basic x-ray diffraction setup. Source: Brundel et al. [64]. 

The atomic planes observed in a crystalline material can be described via Miller indices (h k 

1), where h, k, and 1 are the inverse of the axis intercepts in a unit cell. As such, if the Miller indices 

for a plane were (110), the plane would intercept the a-axis at 1/1 = 1, the b-axis at 1/1 = 1, and the c- 

axis at 1/0= co (i.e., the plane intersects with the axis at all points), see Figure 2-24 [63]. 
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(b) (c) 

(110) (102) 

Figure 2-24. Miller indices are used to describe specific planes.   A few examples are shown in (a) 
(hkl) = (hkl), (b) (hkl) = (110), and (c) (hkl) = (102). Source: Cullity [63]. 

In order to calculate the residual stresses present in a particular diffraction plane, the lattice 

spacing is determined for various surface orientations, as defined by the angle \\i. By taking 

measurements at different \\i angles, a shift in the lattice spacing can be measured (see Figure 2-25), 

which is used to calculate the residual stress. 

(a) 

Figure 2-25. XRD stress measurement based on shifts in the lattice spacing d with changing surface 
orientation \|/. D is the x-ray detector, S is the x-ray source, N is normal to the surface, and \y 
describes the surface orientation, where (a) \\i = 0 and (b) \\i = \|/. Source: Prevey [14, 15]. 

As listed in Table 2-12, XRD is limited in determining residual stresses present in the sample 

surface and subsurface depending on the irradiated volume of the XRD beam and experimental 
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equipment parameters. Additional techniques can be applied, in conjunction with XRD, to allow for 

subsurface residual stress determination, such as removing surface layers via electropolishing. 

Within XRD measurements, there are several analysis techniques available for calculating 

residual stress. Two of the commonly used techniques include the double angle and sin2 y techniques 

which utilize the plane-stress elastic model.    The plane-stress elastic model is used to calculate 

surface residual stress.   Figure 2-26 is a schematic depicting the variables and components involved 

in the surface stress calculations. The plane-stress elastic model assumes that the stress in the plane is 

expressed as a function of the principal stresses, o,  and o2 (the model assumes there is no 

perpendicular principal stress, a3 = 0, as that would cause the stress to be out of the surface plane). In 

addition, it is assumed that there is no significant texturing in the sample (i.e., random orientation 

within the coating) and that the sample is infinitely wide in comparison to the irradiated area in order 

to eliminate edge effects.   If these assumptions do not hold, the residual stress calculated via this 

method will have increased error and may not be accurate [14, 15]. 

Figure 2-26. Plane-stress elastic model depicting various variables used in the stress calculations, 
where <j) and v|/ are angles defining the orientation of the sample, a, and o2 are principal stresses, and 
e*, d^, and o>„ are the strain, lattice spacing, and stress, respectively for a given <j> and y orientation 
(i.e., c^ is the stress in the plane where \|/ = 0). Source: Prevey [14. 15]. 

Stress itself cannot be directly measured, but is calculated from the measured strain, i.e., the 

change in the lattice spacing, d. As such, to determine the stress in a shallow volume near the surface 
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(i.e., the irradiated volume) one must first start with the general strain equation for the plane-stress 

model: 

=*v|/ = —^(a1cos2cbsin2v|; + a2sin2q)sin2ijj)  -^(a1 + a2) (Eq2.12) 

where (j> and \|/ are the angles describing the orientation of the sample, o"i and CT2 are the principal 

stresses, v is Poisson's ratio, and E is the modulus of elasticity [14,15]. Equation 2.12 can be 

simplified to Equation 2.13 as shown below: 

eW = [^(°"icos2(l) + 0"2Sin2c|))sin2i|i]-|(a1 + a2) (Eq2.13) 

The stress in the plane of interest when \|/ = 0, is given by: 

aq> = o^cos2^ + a2sin2c|) (Eq2.14) 

which can be substituted into Equation 2.13 to form an expression for the strain as a function of a^, as 

shown by Equation 2.15 [14,15]: 

6c|)i|/ = [^CT4)sin2i|;]-|(a1-l-CT2) (Eq2.15) 

An equation relating the lattice spacing to the stress can be formed by substituting the definition for 

strain (Equation 2.16) into Equation 2.15, see Equation 2.17. 

Ad     d^-do . 
ew = T0=-ir (Eq2-16) 
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where d0 = the stress free lattice spacing 

d^= the lattice spacing in the direction defined by <j> and \|/ 

*£*-■*-*($)„,-O*+"*>©L <E"2J7) 

Solving Equation 2.17 for d$v results in a linear y = mx + b type expression between d^, and sin2\|/ 

(Equation 2.18), which can be plotted having a slope as listed in Equation 2.19 below: 

<<♦<, = [<W (ir)J s|n2* + K " <«"i + °z) ©h J <Eq 2.18) 

Equation 2.19 can be solved for the stress in the plane of interest, as shown in Equation 2.20. 

«•-siÄ&L <Eq220) 

If the stress free lattice spacing, d0, is unknown, it can be approximated by d^, i.e., d^ when 

\(/ = 0 via Equation 2.18. Due to the fact that the modulus of elasticity is much larger than the sum of 

the two principal stresses, i.e.,E » ax + a2, d typically only differs from d by 1% or less as 

demonstrated by Equations 2.21 and 2.22 [14, 15]. 

d*o = [do** (T9 J sin2° + [d° - do(^ + »a) (§) J (Eq 2.21) 

d,0 = do - d.fe + a2) g)     = d0 (l - JaaJlM) 3 do (Eq 2.22) 
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As such, the residual stress can be calculated using the d^o approximation as shown in Equation 2.23. 

_ J_ t ddQ.p \ /  E  \ 
+       d0O Vflsin2»))/ Vl+v/ hkl 

(Eq 2.23) 

The two angle and sin" VJ/ techniques are both based on the plane-stress model with the stress 

calculated via Equation 2.20 or 2.23. In fact, the two techniques are identical with the exception that 

the two angle technique only requires XRD measurements to be taken for two \\i angles, thus 

obtaining the lattice spacing for the two angles, while the sin \|/ technique involves determining d^ 

for two or more angles. One reason to use the sin"\|/ technique rather than the faster two angle 

technique is that by determining the lattice spacing for more than two \\i angles, one is able to show 

that the relationship between d and sin2v|/ is indeed linear as required for the use of the equations 

previously described, see Figure 2-27. 

0.00 

d versus sin2v(/ for a Au/Ni Plated Cu Sample 

0.10 0.20 0.30 

sin2v)/ 

0.40 0.50 

Figure 2-27. Example XRD results showing the required linear correlation between d and sin2n/ as 
required for the two angle and sin~v|/ residual stress analysis techniques. 
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Typically  when  using XRD  for residual  stress  calculations,  measurements  should  be 

performed using the higher diffraction angles (above roughly 120°).   The primary reason for doing 

this is that higher diffraction angles provide better precision in the determination of the change in 

lattice spacing as compared to lower diffraction angles.   Figure 2-28 demonstrates this by showing 

that for the same angular step size the potential variability in d is much smaller for the higher angles. 

Ad. 
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\     d 2sin# 
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—> : : *— 
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e 

Figure 2-28. General plot of lattice spacing versus the diffraction angle, based on Bragg's Law 
(Equation 2.11), depicting the potential variability in d for the same step size in 9. 

One of the most common sources of radiation used for XRD is copper radiation. However, as 

was previously discussed, the use of different radiation sources cause changes in the observed 

diffraction angle for a given system (as described in Equation 2.11). As such, the use of different 

radiation sources can improve the residual stress calculations by shifting the diffraction peaks to 

higher angles, allowing for increased precision, as well as increasing the separation between 
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diffraction peaks.  The increased peak separation can be specifically beneficial when there are peaks 

for multiple materials near each other.   For example, this research looks at the residual stress in the 

coating of nickel and nickel/gold coated copper coupons.   However, nickel and copper have several 

diffraction peaks that are very close to one another. Table 2-13 lists a few of the diffraction peaks for 

nickel and copper for both copper and chromium radiation (the wavelength for copper and chromium 

radiation is XCu 
= 1.5406 Ä and X.Cr = 2.2898 Ä respectively [62]).    Thus, we can see that the 

separation between the nickel and copper peaks is larger for the chromium radiation, and even more 

so when looking at higher angle diffraction peaks. 

Table 2-13. Example of peak location shifts for a few nickel and copper diffraction peaks based on 
the use of different radiation sources. Change in separation between the nickel and copper peaks is 
also provided [62]. 

Diffraction 
Plane 

Peak Location, °2G 
A°20 

Ni                    Cu 

C
u 

R
ad

ia
tio

n (111) 44.508 43.298 1.21 

(200) 51.847 50.434 1.413 

(220) 76.372 74.133 2.239 

C
r 

R
ad

ia
tio

n (111) 68.509 66.503 2.006 

(200) 81.047 78.578 2.469 

(220) 133.515 127.232 6.283 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Procedure 

3.1   Substrate Materials 

The sample substrates were made from two sheets of oxygen free copper (C101) from M. 

Vincent & Associates Ltd. Specialty Metals'. The panel thickness was 1.6 mm with a chemical 

composition detailed in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1. Chemical composition range provided by M. Vincent & Associates for their C101 oxygen 
free copper [23]. 

Element Minimum % Maximum % 

Copper 99.99 — 

Antimony — 0.0004 

Arsenic — 0.0005 

Oxygen — 0.0005 

Phosphorus — 0.0003 

Tellurium — 0.0002 

Sample substrates were prepared into 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm coupons in a 12 sample panel layout 

(see Figure 3-1) from the sheets of copper via water jet cutting. Each panel consisted of twelve 

2.5 cm x 2.5 cm coupons, and was assigned an ID number, N01 through N48. Preparing the samples 

in this manner allowed for better uniformity between samples during subsequent sample preparation 

processes. The use of the sample panel format was specifically important for electroplating 

deposition, as it allowed a larger group of samples to be prepared simultaneously versus individually, 

which helped reduce coating variations due to differences in the electroplating bath. 

M. Vincent & Associates Ltd. Specialty Metals, 9341 Penn Ave S. Minneapolis. MN 55431 
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Figure 3-1. Schematic of the panel layout prepared, N01, including the numbering for the individual 
coupons. 

3.2 Surface Roughness Preparation 

In order to study the suiface roughness effects, samples were prepared to one of four surface 

roughnesses prior to coating by LAPCO LLC2 and Micro Lapping & Grinding Co.3 via grinding and 

lapping processes. Initial targeted average surface roughnesses, Ra, were 0.05 urn, 0.4 urn, 0.8 urn, 

and 2.5 urn (referred to as Group 1 through 4 respectively from this point forward). These values 

were provided to the vendors as guidelines in order to make sure the final substrate surface 

roughnesses would provide a range of roughnesses from a near mirror finish (Group 1), to a value that 

would be considered very rough for the application (Group 4). The two intermediate roughnesses 

were chosen to be near the actual surface roughnesses found in some electrical contacts. LAPCO 

prepared the two smoother surfaces (Groups ! and 2) and Micro Lapping & Grinding the two rougher 

surfaces (Groups 3 and 4). 

Once the panels were returned fron the vendors, optical profilometry was performed to 

provide a check regarding the actual surface roughnesses obtained before they were shipped back out 

2 LAPCO LLC, 1 Kenwood Circle, Franklin. MA 02038 
3 Micro Lapping & Grinding Co., 2330 N. 17th Ave.. Franklin Park, IL 60131 
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for coating at Red Sky Plating4.  Unfortunately, the Group 2 panels, which should have had a surface 

roughness near 0.4 urn, came back with an average roughness of approximately 0.76 urn, which was 

too close to the roughness of the Group 3 samples. As such, the Group 2 samples were sent to Micro 

Lapping & Grinding for further surface processing in order to obtain a surface roughness closer to the 

targeted value.   More extensive optical profilometry was completed after the substrates were nickel 

and gold coated with the resulting average Ra surface roughnesses for each group listed in Table 3-2, 

along with the processing conditions used by Micro Lapping & Grinding.  No specific information 

was provided for the work LAPCO completed as their processes are proprietary. 

Table 3-2. Substrate surface roughness processing conditions and average resulting Ra surface 
roughnesses. Samples from Group 1 prepared by LAPCO using proprietary conditions. Samples 
from Group 2, 3, and 4 were prepared by Micro Lapping & Grinding using various grits of silicon 
carbide and listed pressures. 

'rocessing Conditions 

Group # Uncoatcd Ra, um Coated R„, um Grit Pressure Vendor 

Group 1 0.05 ±0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 — — LAPCO 

Group 2 0.62 ±0.02 0.55 ± 0.04 400 grit SiC 101b 
MicoLapping& 

Grinding 

Group 3 0.94 ±0.06 0.83 ± 0.06 240 grit SiC 101b 
MicoLapping& 

Grinding 

Group 4 2.53 ± 0.09 2.38 ±0.11 180 grit SiC 101b 
M icoLap p ing & 

Grinding 

3.3 Coatings 

After the substrate sample surface roughness preparations were completed, the samples were 

coated. The coupon panels were separated into four groups: one set to be set aside as spares (i.e., no 

coating applied), one set to be nickel plated, one set to be nickel and gold plated, and the last set to be 

nickel sputtered. Each set included three full panels (i.e., thirty-six 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm coupons) from 

each of the four surface roughness groups, as detailed in Table 3-3, resulting in a total of 432 coupons 

prepared and aged. 

Red Sky Plating, 630 Oak St SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 
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Table 3-3. Sample matrix overview detailing the prepared surface roughness group and coating 
system for each specific panel of coupons. Note that each panel consists of twelve coupons, resulting 
in a total of 432 coupons prepared and aged. 

Surface Roughness                         |, 

Group 1        Group 2        Group 3        Group 4 
Coating        (0.06 urn)     (0.55 urn)     (0.83 um)     (2.38 um) 

3  -a 
<  B +    a 

N14 N02 N26 N38 

N18 N06 N30 N42 

N22 N10 N34 N46 
T3 
U 

0. 

N13 N01 N25 N37 

N17 N05 N29 N41 

N21 N09 N33 N45 

N
i 

Sp
ut

te
re

d N19 N07 N31 N43 

N16 N04 N28 N40 

N23 Nil N35 N47 

u c 
o 
Z 

N15 N03 N27 N39 

N20 N08 N32 N44 

N24 NI2 N36 N48 

3.3.1 Electroplating 

The nickel and gold electroplated coatings were applied by Red Sky Plating. Upon receipt, 

Red Sky Plating cleaned and activated the sample surface of the coupons via electrocleaning and an 

acid dip prior to coating. The panels were electrocleaned for 0.5-1 minute at 4-5 V and 140-150 °F in 

Sparkleen 366 electrocleaning solution, followed by the acid dip in Pickleen AS-10 solution for 1-2 

minutes. Both cleaning/activating solutions were obtained from A-Bright Company5. 

The total thickness of the electroplated coatings was targeted to be approximately 3.8 urn. 

Thus, for the panels that were only nickel plated, the nickel layer was approximately 3.8 urn. For the 

panels that were nickel and gold plated, approximately 2.5 urn of nickel was applied, followed by 

about 1.3 urn of gold, for a total coating thickness of 3.8 urn. The specific details of the actual plating 

processes are considered propriety.  However, the nickel coating met ASTM B689 standards and the 

- A-Brite Company, 3217 Wood Dr. Garland. TX 75041 
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gold coating met ASTM B488 Type I Code C.  After plating, the samples were rinsed and air dried. 

Before starting the aging studies, optical profilometry was completed for the coated panels. 

Prior to aging, the samples were cleaned one last time to remove any residues remaining on 

the surface from the plating process.   The cleaning procedure involved seven steps: 1) surface was 

gently wiped with cotton ball supersaturated with isopropanol, 2) rinsed with isopropanol, 3) nitrogen 

blow dried, 4) dipped in 10% HC1 for 20 s, 5) rinsed with Dl water, 6) final rinse in isopropanol, and 

7) nitrogen blow dried. 

3.3.2 Sputtering 

The nickel sputter coatings were applied at Penn State using a magnetron sputtering system. 

Prior to mounting the coupon panels in the deposition chamber, they were cleaned through a series of 

five steps: 1) surface was gently rubbed with a Spec wipe while in a 1% solution of Alconox 

detergent, 2) rinsed with DI water, 3) dipped in 25% HC1 (no dwell time), 4) rinsed in DI water, and 

5) nitrogen blow dried. Samples were then mounted to the platens in the deposition chamber with 

Kapton tape (as shown in Figure 3-2) and the chamber was subsequently pumped down to a pressure 

of at least 2.0 x 10"5 Torr and heated to 200 °C. 

Before the coating deposition was started, the samples underwent RF sputter cleaning for ten 

minutes with 43.3 seem Argon, 1.5 mTorr, and 300 W to remove dirt, oils, and the thin native oxides 

to promote coating adhesion. The nickel coating was then deposited with 140 seem Argon, 16 mTorr, 

0.8 kW, at 200 °C for 270 minutes in order to achieve a coating thickness of approximately 3.8 urn. 

Once the deposition was completed, the chamber was allowed to cool to room temperature before 

venting and removing samples. 

As with the electroplated samples, optical profilometry was completed for all sputtered 

samples prior to the start of the aging studies. 



Figuie 3-2. (a) Digital image of Bosch sputtering system used to nickel sputter coat select panels of 
samples, (b) digital image of the deposition chamber interior where surface prepared and cleaned 
samples were mounted for sputter coating (note that the panels, along with a few witness coupons, 
were mounted with kapton tape), and (c) digital image of sample panels after sputter deposition. 

3.4 Aging Studies 

After the samples were coated, they were aged in one of three different environments: 

atmospheric corroson/mixed flowing gas (MFG). elevated temperature and relative humidity (TRH). 

or thermal cycle (TC) for up to nine weeks. In order to allow fbf characterization as a function of 

time, samples were removed every three weeks. Individual panels were designated to a specific aging 

environment such that each environment had one full panel of samples for each of the four 

roughnesses, as listed in the sample matrix in 'fable 3-4. Haeh of the panels was cut into the strips of 

three duplicate sairples, as indicated in figure 3-3, to allow for easy removal of the samples at \'.ie 

designated times throughout the course of the aging study. Figure 3-4 provides a visual overview of 

the coupon assignment breakdown for the coupons within one of the three coating system sets.  The 
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same flow chart can be used for each of the coating systems (nickel and gold plated, nickel plated, 

and nickel sputtered), but Figure 3-4 is labeled for the nickel and gold plated samples as an example. 

Table 3-4. Sample matrix detailing the prepared surface roughness group, coating system, and aging 
environment for each specific panel of coupons tested. 

I 

Surface Roughness 

Group 1        Group2        Group3        Group4 

Coating       Aging Environment    (0.06 urn)     (0.55 um)     (0.83 um)     (2.38 um) 

3 -a <;   u 
+    a 
% s 

MFG N14 N02 N26 N38 

T/RH N18 N06 N30 N42 

TC N22 NIO N34 N46 

-a u 

c 
Z 

MFG N13 N01 N25 N37 

T/RH N17 N05 N29 N41 

TC N21 N09 N33 N45 
t3 

U 
3 
tx 

z 

MFG NI9 N07 N31 N43 

T/RH NI6 N04 N28 N40 

TC N23 Nil N35 N47 

PancINH 

WeekO 
As Received 

Week 3 
Aged 

Week 6 
Aged 

feyLJLJLJ 

Week 9 
Aged 

Figure 3-3. Schematic of a panel (N14 for example) depicting the sample designation within the panel 
and which samples were removed at what increments during the aging study. Samples in each 
column are duplicates, i.e., there are a total of three duplicates for each specific condition/aging time. 
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3.4.1 Atmospheric Corrosion/Mixed Flowing Gas (MFG) 

The atmospheric corrosion/mixed flowing gas environment consisted of a Battelle Class II 

environment with exposure parameters as listed in Table 3-5. A schematic of the system used to 

create the environment is also depicted, in Figure 3-5, showing the various mass flow controllers and 

gas analyzers used to control the environment, as well as the permeation tubes supplying the 

contaminants. 

Table 3-5. Battelle Class II MFG environment [1]. 

Temperature  Relative Humidity        N02              H2S               Cl2 

30±2°C 70 ±2% 200±25ppb 10+0/-4ppb 10+0/-2ppb 

Filter/ 
Dryer 

Dry Air 
5 t t 

Air Supply 
Dry Air [g~  »1 
Dry Air 

Dryer 

Composition 
Analyzers 

(SO,) NO, 

Figure 3-5. Schematic of mixed flowing gas system set up and testing chamber. Source: Enos [76]. 

Since the sample panels were cut prior to aging to allow for easy removal, there was a small 

amount of exposed copper at the cut sites. These areas were sealed off from the environment using a 

stop-off lacquer (MiccroStop lacquer from Pyramid Plastics, Inc.) or plating tape (circuit plating tape 

851L from 3M). In addition, the back side of the MFG samples was covered with plating tape to help 

prevent excessive consumption of the contaminants in the environment, as shown in Figure 3-6. 

Samples were mounted in the MFG chamber via covered wire ties. 
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Plating tape on back of sample 

Figure 3-6. (a) Digital image of coupons moun:ed in MFG chamber for aging and (b) Close-up view 
of samples in MFG chamber showing plating tape (green tape) on the back of samples. 

3.4.2 Elevated Temperature and Relative Humidity (TRH) 

For the e.evated temperature and relative humidity aging study, samples were mounted in an 

oven at 40°C with a relative humidity of 85%, see Figure 3-7. In order to prevent condensation from 

forming on the samples upon insertion in the chamber, samples were pre-heated to temperature in a 

separate oven wh.ch was flowing nitrogen and also contained a desiccant. 

Plating tape covering exposed copper ecges 

Figure 3-7. (a) D gital image of coupons moun:ed in TRH chamber for aging and (b) Close-up view 
of samples in TRH chamber showing plating tape (green tape) covering exposed edges of copper. 
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3.4.3 Thermal Cycling (TC) 

Once mounted within the thermal cycle chamber (EC-2 Sigma Climatic Chamber, see Figure 

3-8), the coupons were cycled between temperatures of -40°C and 60°C. Since the thermal cycle 

environment did not include high humidity levels or contaminant gases, the stop-off lacquer and 

plating tape were not used to cover the exposed copper on the samples. 

Figure 3-8. (a) Digital image of the thermal cycle chamber used (EC-2 Sigma Climatic Chamber), (b) 
Digital image of coupons mounted in TC chamber for aging, and (c) Close-up view of samples in TC 
chamber. 

The thermal profile for the test is shown in Figure 3-Q.   Each cycle was 75 minutes with a 

hold time of 15 minutes at the end point temperatures before the next phase of the cycle was 
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continued.   Due to the maintenance requirements of the thermal cycling system associated with the 

use of liquid nitrogen (used during thermal cycling to achieve the lower temperature endpoint), 

cycling could only be performed during the work week and was suspended over weekends. As such, 

the total number of cycles each set of samples completed was dependent on the number of weeks 

cycled. Table 3-6 lists the number of thermal cycles completed for each of the sample sets based on 

their designated aging time. 

80 

Thermal Cycle Profile 
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Figure 3-9. Excerpt from the complete thermal cycle profile showing upper and lower temperature 
bounds, as well as the 15 minute dwell time during the thermal cycle testing. 

Table 3-6. Number of thermal cycles completed for the various aging times. 

.w,.              Number of Thermal Cycles 
Aging Time                       _       . , 6   6                              Completed 

WeekO 0 

Week 3 325 
Week 6 675 
Week 9 1000 
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3.5 Characterization 

Several analytical characterization techniques were implemented into this research, including 

optical profilometry, optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (SEM/EDS), x-ray diffraction (XRD), and electrical contact resistance (ECR) to aid in 

the characterization of the samples. 

3.5.1 Optical Profilometry 

Optical profilometry was used to determine the surface roughness of the samples. Before all 

of the optical profilometry was completed, an initial set of trial measurements was collected for a 

range of scan sizes, or fields of view (FOV), in order to optimize the conditions used for the sample 

measurements. As a result, all optical profilometry was completed for a field of view of 0.64 mm x 

0.48 mm with a 50x objective, 0.5x zoom, and with three averaged scans per site. In order to obtain 

the selected field of view, nine individual scans were stitched together via a 3 FOV x 3 FOV stitch 

with a 20% overlap. Final measurements were completed on a select subset of samples prior to 

coating, and on all of the samples after coating both before and after their respective environmental 

exposures. Measurements taken immediately before the aging studies (i.e., after the coupons were 

coated, but before environmental exposure) were completed at Sandia National Laboratories on a 

Veeco Wyko NT1100, and all other measurements were collected at Penn State on a Zygo NV7300. 

3.5.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) /Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) 

Scanning electron microscopy was used for visual analysis of the sample surface for 

differences in surface morphology due to the various surface roughnesses, as well as to examine 

corrosion sites.   In addition, energy dispersive spectroscopy was used with SEM to obtain chemical 
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information for the corrosion products (predominately for the atmospheric corrosion/mixed flowing 

gas samples). SEM imaging was completed for every set of samples. 

Cross sectioning was also completed for a select set of samples, and examined in the SEM, to 

determine coating thickness for the nickel and gold layers, as well as to observe any larger subsurface 

defects that may have been present, such as embedded grit.   A total of at least 300 measurements 

were made per cross section, using Clemex Analytical software, to determine the coating thickness 

(one hundred measurements per SEM image examined as depicted in Figure 3-10).   Cross sections 

were created via mounting and polishing a section of a selected sample. 

HMH 
Au Au 

tfu    ' 
• 

«Er * 
i      . i 

Figure 3-10. Example images depicting coating thickness determination with Clemex Analytical 
software. One hundred columns per image were created for each coating and measured to obtain 
thickness data. Shown above are the images for a Group 1 Au/Ni plated sample where (a) focuses on 
the thickness of the gold coating and (b) on the nickel underlayer. 

3.5.3 Optical Microscopy (OM) 

Optical microscopy was used for additional visual analysis. The larger fields of view 

possible with optical microscopy allowed for a larger scale examination of the surface than what 

could be completed via SEM, such as obtaining corrosion site density information. Single field of 

view images and/or surface mapping were completed for samples and analyzed with Clemex to 
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acquire an approximate percent of area covered with corrosion sites/products.    For the samples 

analyzed based on single field of view images, the percent area was approximated by averaging the 

results from 20 images collected randomly across the surface with a magnification of lOOx. Similarly 

for samples analyzed based on surface maps, the sample surface was divided into four regions, each 

analyzed with Clemex Analytical software and the results averaged for the overall approximated area 

percent.  This data, however, are only an approximation, particularly for the rougher samples, as the 

ability to distinguish between features of interest, i.e., corrosion/defect sites, and the base surface 

morphology/heterogeneities   became   increasingly   difficult   with   increasing   substrate   surface 

roughness. 

3.5.4 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray diffraction was used to determine the residual stress in the gold coating utilizing a 

PANalytical XTert MRD system. Preliminary theta-2theta diffraction patterns were collected to 

determine which peak to focus on for the residual stress measurements. Based on Figure 3-11, it was 

decided to focus on the (311) plane, with a diffraction peak at approximately 138 °29, due to its 

higher diffraction angle and intensity (recall from previous discussion that for residual stress 

measurements, it is best to use a peak with a diffraction angle of 29 > 120° to help improve the 

precision of the results) [14, 15]. Measurements were completed for all samples using a chromium 

radiation source (kc, = 2.2898 Ä), a 3mm x 3mm slit size, five psi scans at *V = 0°, 10°, 15°, 30°, and 

45°, a 29 step size of 0.02°, and a step time of 25s for the entire 29 range of 136.5° < 29 < 140.5° 

surrounding the peak of interest. 
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Figure 3-11. Theta-2Theta diffraction pattern for a Group 1  Au/Ni plated copper sample using 
chromium radiation source. 

Residual stress calculations were completed with PC Stress software via the sin2xF method 

using a modulus of elasticity and a Poisson's ratio of 79 GPa and 0.42, respectively, for gold [65] and 

232 GPa and 0.31 for nickel [12, 69]. Note, however, that the moduli of elasticity and Poisson's 

ratios used are not specifically for the (311) plane, but rather bulk material.  As such, the calculated 

residual stress will be off by a factor (N), where N = (—)     / (—)       , and will not represent the 

absolute stress present in the coating.  However, this should not present a large issue as this research 

is focused on the change in stress between environments, aging times, and surface preparation. 

3.5.5 Electrical Contact Resistance 

The electrical contact resistance was determined for loads ranging from 0 - 200g using the 

system set up depicted in Figure 3-12.   A load cell and stage were used to load the sample during 
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testing, and a Keithley 580 micro-Ohm meter was used to determine corresponding resistances. 

Measurements were made dynamically, meaning that the load was gradually applied for the entire 

range (via vertical travel of the stage at 0.75um/s) while the resistance data was collected for a single 

site.  The probe used for these measurements was nickel and gold plated beryllium copper with a 3 

mm hemispherical tip.   The orientation and direction for which measurements were collected is 

depicted in Figure 3-13, starting with Ml to M40.   Data collected were analyzed with the aid of 

cumulative distribution plots created in Minitab. 

■■■■■■.'■ 

7F 1                 *' 

m 

Stationary 
Lead Coupon 

Location 

Figure 3-12. Electrical contact resistance equipment with four wire resistance measurement set up 
depicting the location of the stationary lead, coupon location, and the probe. 
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Figure 3-13. Schematic of measurement orientation on sample with arrows indicating measurement 
direction. Note that for spot check work, only 20 measurements were taken per sample with the same 
orientation/direction of measurement, but instead often measurements per row, there were only five. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion 

Various analytical characterization techniques, such as SEM, OM, XRD, optical 

profilometry, and ECR measurements were performed to identify correlations and determine the 

effects of surface roughness on ECR and residual stress as a function of aging condition. Within 

Chapter 4, results for the as received (i.e., unexposed) will be presented followed by the results and 

discussion for the aged samples exposed to atmospheric corrosion/mixed flowing gas (MFG), 

elevated temperature and relative humidity (TRH), and thermal cycled (TC) environments. The 

reported results focus predominately on the Au/Ni plated samples with additional data from the Ni 

plated or the Ni sputtered samples for comparison. 

4.1  Characterization of As Received (Week 0) Coated Samples Prior to Aging 

4.1.1 Surface Morphology 

The beginning stages of this research involved preparing the copper substrates to various 

surface roughnesses and applying Au/Ni plated, Ni plated, or Ni sputtered coatings. Optical 

profilometry was completed at three different stages: prior to coating, after coating but before 

environmental exposure, and after environmental exposure. The final averaged surface roughness 

values of the samples prior to coating are shown in Figure 4-1. Average surface roughness values for 

the coupons after coating are listed in Table 4-1 based on the coating system. In addition, a few 

examples of the stitched images acquired via optical profilometry for the coated samples are shown in 

Figure 4-2. 
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Surface Roughness Prior to Coating 
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Figure 4-1. Average Ra surface roughnesses for select samples from each of the four roughness 
groups before coatings were applied. 

Table 4-1. Average surface roughness, Ra, for the unaged samples based on the coating system for 
Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 samples. 

Week 0 Average Ra (urn) 

Coating Group 1         Group 2         Group 3 Group 4 
Ni + Au Plated 0.04   ±    0.01 0.56   ±   0.04 0.88   ±    0.07 2.72   ±    0.17 

Ni Plated 0.04   ±    0.01 0.49   ±   0.05 0.73   ±    0.04 2.57   ±    0.12 

Ni Sputtered 0.11    ±    0.01 0.59   ±    0.02 0.87   ±   0.05 2.63   ±    0.08 

The surface roughness values before and after coating are all relatively close, which suggests 

that there are no significant leveling or roughening effects due to the coating processes/conditions 

used, with one exception. The average surface roughness of the Group 1 Ni sputtered samples is 

0.11 ± 0.01 urn, as listed in Table 4-1, which is significantly rougher than the 0.05 ± 0.01 urn of the 

uncoated Group 1 samples. Upon further investigation of the three panels of nickel sputter coated 

Group 1 samples, two panels (i.e., 24 of the 36 Group 1 Ni sputtered samples) had average surface 
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roughnesses of 0.06 ± 0.01 um and 0.07 ± 0.01 um. while the remaining panel had an average surface 

roughness of 0.2 ± 0.01 urn.   Each of the three panels was coated in a separate deposition batch run 

(see Table 4-2), which may suggest that there were variations in the deposition conditions in the 

second deposition run.   In fact, from Table 4-2 we can see that all of the panels coated during the 

second sputter deposition run had higher average surface roughnesses than the panels from the other 

deposition runs. This increase in surface roughness may be attributed to a higher pressure or variation 

in the deposition rate.   The samples from the second deposition run also appear to be significantly 

darker in appearance, see Figure 4-3. 

Table 4-2. Average surface roughness, Ra, for the imaged Ni sputtered samples grouped based on the 
deposition run in which the panels were coated for Groups 1. 2. 3, and 4 samples. 

Ni Sputtered - Week 0 Average R,(Mm) 

Deposition Run    Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
i 0.06 i  0.01 0.58 ± 0.02 0.85 i 0.40 2.58 ± 0.07 

2 0.20 ± 0.01 0.63  t 0.03 0.90 ± 0.01 2.68 ± 0.06 

.i 0.07 ± 0.01 0.56 + 0.01 0.88 ± 0.06 2.62 ± 0.12 

Deposition Run # Deposition Run U: 

Figure 4-3. Optical images of Group 1 Ni sputtered copper samples showing the visual variations in 
the appearance of the coating based on the deposition run: Run #1 (left). Run Wl (middle). Run #3 
(right). 

Optical microscopy and SEM images were obtained after the samples were coated to observe 

the differences in the surface morphology based on the substrate roughness.  Figure 4-4 shows select 
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optical images for Groups 1, 2, and 3 Au/Ni unaged samples.  Due to the surface roughnesses, it was 

difficult to obtain fully focused optical images at higher magnifications, particularly for Groups 3 and 

4. As such, a large portion of the sample imaging completed was with SEM.   Figure 4-5 shows SEM 

surface morphology images at the same magnification (5000x) for each of the surface roughness 

groups.   Samples from Groups 2 through 4 show the presence of embedded grit in the coating, as 

identified by the red circles in the images. 

Group 2 Group 3 

Figure 4-4. Optical images of Groups 1, 2, and 3 for the unaged Au/Ni plated samples. 
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Figure 4-5. SEM images of unaged Au/Ni plated samples. Each image is for a different surface 
roughness group: (a) Group 1 samples with average Ra of 0.06 urn, (b) Group 2 with an Ra of 0.55 
urn, (c) Group 3 with an Ra of 0.83 urn, and (d) Group 4 with an Ra of 2.83 urn. Note that Group 2, 3, 
and 4 samples have embedded grit from the surface preparation stages (circled above). 

Spot EDS and EDS mapping were performed to confirm the elemental composition of the 

embedded grit. Figure 4-6 through Figure 4-8 show EDS mapping from Group 3 and 4 Au/Ni plated 

samples. EDS confirmed the presence of silicon carbide in the Group 4 samples, which is consistent 

with the grit Micro Lapping & Grinding reported using during the surface roughness preparations. In 

comparison. Group 2, and some Group 3, samples had aluminum oxide embedded in the surface (see 

Figure 4-8) in addition to silicon carbide. This could potentially be due to either some aluminum 

oxide contamination in the process used by Micro Lapping & Grinding (particularly for the Group 3 

samples) or the aluminum oxide could be a result of the work LAPCO completed on the Group 2 

samples before they were sent to Micro Lapping & Grinding to be reprocessed. 
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Figure 4-6. SEM image of Group 4 Au/Ni plated sample showing the presence of a contaminant in 
the coating. EDS mapping shows the presence of (i) gold and (ii) silicon confirming that the 
contaminant is silicon based, i.e.. the silicon carbide grit. Note that in the EDS maps (i) and (ii). 
white is used to represent where a particular element is present (relative concentration) while 
everything else remains black. 

Figure 4-7. SEM image of a cross section of a Group 4 Au/Ni plated sample showing the presence of 
embedded grit. EDS mapping shows the presence of (i) silicon and (ii) gold, which confirms the 
elemental composition of the grit as silicon based, i.e.. silicon carbide. Note that in (i) and (ii) the 
yellow and blue show where the element is present (relative concentration), while everything else 
remains black. 
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Figure 4-8. SEM image of a cross section of an unaged Group 3 Au/Ni plated sample revealing 
embedded grit. EDS mapping shows the presence of (i) aluminum, (ii) oxygen, (iii) nickel, and (iv) 
gold, which confirms the elemental composition of the grit as aluminum and oxygen based (i.e., 
aluminum oxide) instead of silicon carbide. Note that in (i) - (iv) the various colors (yellow, green, 
and blue) show where the element is present (relative concentration), while everything else remains 
black. 

The embedded grit was incorporated into the copper substrate surface during the surface 

roughness preparation (i.e., lapping and grinding processes). As copper is a relatively soft metal, it is 

much easier for grit to become embedded as compared to other metals such as stainless steels or 

titanium. From a visual inspection of the coupons, a larger amount of embedded grit is observed in 

the Group 3 and Group 4 samples as compared to the Group 1 and 2 samples. It would be difficult to 

quantify the amount of embedded grit from surface images due to the surface roughness, as it 

becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish features on the surface with increasing surface 

roughness, and the fact that not all of the embedded grit is visible from the surface, see Figure 4-9. It 
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can also be noted that larger pieces of grit are embedded in the Group 3 and 4 samples, as the larger 

grits sizes are used to aid in the production of rough surfaces as compared to smooth surfaces. 

Figure 4-9. SEM image of a cross section of an unaged Group 4 Au/Ni plated sample revealing 
embedded grit that is exposed (i.e., visible from the surface) and unexposed (i.e., grit that has been 
plated over or is embedded deeper into the substrate). 

Based on the coating mechanism of the sputtering process, it would be expected that less 

embedded grit would be observable from the surface for the Ni sputtered samples as compared to the 

Au/Ni plated and Ni plated samples, see Figure 4-10. As the embedded grit is not electrically 

conductive, they are not necessarily coated over in the electroplating process, while they would be in 

a sputtering process which relies on momentum transfer for material deposition. 



Figure 4-10. SEM images of Week 0 Group 1, 3, and 4 samples for the Ni plated and Ni sputtered 
samples. 

4.1.2 Coaling Thickness 

The targeted total coating thickness for all samples was 3.8 urn Cross sections wee taken of 

select Au/Ni plated, Ni plated, and Ni sputtered samples. Optical images of the cross sections are 

shown in Figure 4-11 through Figure 4-13. In addition, SEM images for Group 1, 3, and 4 Au/Ni 

plated samples, as well as the Group 1 Ni sputtered sample, are shown in Figure 4-14 through Figure 

4-17. As shown by arrows in several of the figures, the embedded grit noted in the surface images 

can also be observed in the cross sectional images. 
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Figure 4-11. Optical images of select cross sections of Au/Ni plated as received samples: (a) Group 
1, (b) Group 2, (c) Group 3, and (d) Group 4. Note that there is a significant amount of embedded grit 
present in the Group 3 and 4 samples. There also appears to be a higher porosity concentration in the 
Au coating for the Group 2 samples. 

Figure 4-12. Optical images of select cross sections of Ni plated as received samples:  (a) Group 1, 
(b) Group 3, and (c) Group 4. 
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Figure 4-13. Optical images of select cross sections of Ni sputtered as received samples: (a) Group 1, 
(b) Group 3, and (c) Group 4. 
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Figure 4-14. Cross sectional SEM images of Group 1 Ni sputtered copper samples at a couple of 
locations. 



Figure 4-15. Cross sectional SEM images of Group 1 Au/Ni plated copper samples. The image on the 
left is at a lower magnification to provide a wider view regarding the size and depth of embedded grit. 

Embedded Grit 

Figure 4-16. Cross sectional SEM images of Group 3 Au/Ni plated copper samples.   The image on 
left is at a lower magnification to provide a wider view regarding the size and depth of embedded grit. 

Figure 4-17. Cross sectional SEM images of Group 4 Au/Ni plated samples.   Image on left is at a 
lower magnification to provide a wider view regarding the size and depth of embedded grit. 
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Detailed examination of the SEM cross section images of the Au/Ni plated samples reveals 

that the targeted ratio of nickel to gold coating thicknesses was not acquired for the rougher samples 

(Groups 3 and 4).   The targeted 2.5 pm of nickel to the 1.3 urn of gold should result in a nickel 

coating approximately two times thicker than the gold. However, for the Group 3 and 4 samples there 

appears to be an approximately equal coating thickness for both nickel and gold.   This observation 

was further quantified by measuring the coating thickness in several places using Clemex Analytical 

software, as exemplified in Figure 4-18, with the results summarized in Table 4-3. It can also be 

observed that the final coating thickness for the sputtered Ni coating is on the order of one to two 

microns thicker than the plated coatings. 

Figure 4-18. Example cross sectional image showing the coating thickness for the individual nickel 
and gold layers in a Group 1 Au/Ni plated sample. 

Table 4-3. Coating thickness summary for the Ni plate, Ni sputtered, and Au/Ni plated samples, as 
well as the targeted coating thicknesses. 

Coating Thickness (pm) 
Coating Targeted Group 1           Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

Ni Plated 3.8 3.53   ±   0.26 —- 3.83   ±     0.9 4.1    ±    1.62 

Ni Sputtered 3.8 5.55   ±    0.18 — 5.34   ±    0.77 5.18   ±    1.27 

Ni Plated* 2.7 2.69   ±    0.14 1.84   ±    0.38 1.51    ±    0.57 1.49   ±    0.43 

Au Plated* 1.3 1.37   ±    0.06 1.73    ±    0.27 1.55    ±    0.35 1.54   ±    0.35 

Individual Ni or Au layers for the Au/Ni plated samples 
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4.1.3 Electrical Contact Resistance (ECR) 

The electrical contact resistance for similar materials systems (i.e., gold plated copper, with 

or without a nickel underlayer) was reported to be on the order of approximately 1 mfl, with some 

sources reporting slightly lower resistances. One set of sources for work completed at Sandia 

National Laboratories observed ECR values in the 10 - 20 mfi range for unexposed samples [13, 52]. 

The results reported for this research are similar to the work completed at Sandia with the unaged 

electrical contact resistances shown in Figure 4-19 with observed ECR values in the range of 5 - 15 

mil. Figure 4-20 shows that the ECR values for the Ni coated samples are significantly higher than 

for the Au/Ni plated samples, as would be expected. 
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Figure 4-19. Cumulative distribution plot of the electrical contact resistance (ECR) for unexposed. 
Week 0, Au/Ni plated coupons under a load of 200g. 
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Figure 4-20. (a) Cumulative distribution plot of the electrical contact resistance (ECR) for unexposed, 
Group 1 Week 0, Au/Ni plated, Ni plated, and Ni sputtered coupons under a load of 200g, and (b) 
close-up of (a) providing a better depiction of the difference in ECR values for the Au/Ni plated and 
Ni sputtered samples. 

From Figure 4-19, it can be observed that the electrical contact resistance is slightly lower for 

the smoothest samples (i.e., Group 1) versus the two rougher samples (Groups 3 and 4), which are 
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almost identical. This result is reverse from what was expected based on the literature search results 

where it was said that, at least for unaged coupons, electrical contact resistance should decrease with 

increasing surface roughness as the rougher samples would have more points of contact that could 

break through any oxide layers that may be present on the surface [37]. As mentioned in the previous 

section, there is grit embedded in the surface of the coupons from the surface preparation process. 

This grit could be one of the contributing factors leading to the electrical contact resistance of the 

rougher samples to be higher than expected as the grit is not electrically conductive itself. In addition, 

before it can be concluded that the electrical contact resistance above a cut-off point are nearly 

identical (as it appears in Figure 4-19 where Groups 3 and 4 data are nearly identical), additional 

work must be completed to help determine the possible contribution of the embedded grit to the 

electrical contact resistance. For instance, it may be expected that the Group 4 unaged samples would 

have a lower contact resistance than the Group 3 samples; however, based on surface imaging, there 

is also a larger degree of embedded grit in the Group 4 samples. The size, type, and amount of grit 

present (particularly grit exposed at the surface) are several of the factors associated with embedded 

grit that can all affect the observed electrical contact resistance. 

Of the two grit materials observed in the samples, alumina has the higher electrical resistivity 

(i.e., lower electrical conductivity). The electrical resistivity of alumina and silicon carbide are on the 

order of 1014 Qcm and 108, respectively [68].   As such, it would be expected that samples with 

comparable amounts of alumina grit rather than silicon carbide, would have higher electrical contact 

resistances.   As the amount of embedded grit increases, the area fraction of the surface that is not 

electrically conductive increases, causing the electrical contact resistance to increase as well. Whether 

or not the difference in the two grits are responsible for the Group 3 and Group 4 unaged samples 

having nearly identical electrical contact resistances is unclear at this point. Additional investigation 

must be completed as the amount of total embedded grit in these samples have not be quantified, let 

alone the amount of a specific grit. With respect to the size of the individual pieces of embedded grit. 
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the larger the exposed embedded grit is, the more it prevents contact between the conductive surfaces, 

see Figure 4-21. 

Figure 4-21. (a) Schematic depicting exposed embedded grit in one surface preventing contact 
between two electrical conductive surfaces and (b) showing the same surface set but with an 
additional larger piece of embedded grit to emphasize the effect grit size can have on the number of 
electrical contacts between surfaces. 

Another possible explanation as to why the observed electrical contact resistance increased 

with increasing roughness rather than decreasing is due to the lack of an insulating oxide/surface film 

present on the unaged samples. The decrease in electrical contact resistance with increasing surface 

roughness was based on the increased ability of rougher surfaces to penetrate surface oxides that act 

as an insulating barrier between the surfaces, thus increasing the area of electrical contact. As gold is 

a noble metal and does not readily form a surface oxide as compared to the more active metals, the 

area of electrical contact between the sample surface and the probe is based more predominately on 

the total area of contact between the surfaces. Thus the area of electrical contact decreases with 

increasing surface roughness as demonstrated in Figure 4-22. 
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Figure 4-22. Total area of contact area between the probe tip and sample surface decreases with 
increasing surface roughness. 

While the observed relationship between surface roughness and electrical contact resistance 

was not as initially expected, the electrical contact resistance versus load closely followed the 

literature, as shown in Figure 4-23. The decrease in resistance with increasing load is in part due to 

better contact between the two conductive surfaces. In fact, if the load is large enough, small 

amounts of plastic deformation can occur further increasing the area of electrical contact, and thus 

decreasing the resistance. 
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Figure 4-23. Electrical contact resistance data for Week 0 Au/Ni plated Group 1, 3, and 4 samples 
showing the resistance vs. load relationship. 
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From Figure 4-23, it is a little easier to see the distribution of the electrical contact resistance 

for each of the 60 measurements per group.   Note that the data is relatively tightly grouped for the 

Group 1 samples, while more variations (while slight) are observed in the Group 3 and Group 4 

Au/Ni plated samples. The variation is likely to be due in part to the surface roughness effects, but 

also to the presence of the embedded grit in the surface. 

The effects of the load can also be observed in Figure 4-24, which reveals that for the as 

received (Week 0) Au/Ni plated samples, as the load increases, the separation between the Group 1 

ECR and the Groups 3 and 4 ECR also decreases.   The decrease in separation is potentially due to 

elastic/plastic deformation of the Au/Ni plated surface as the load increases causing the area of 

contact for the rougher surfaces to increase. 
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Figure 4-24. Electrical contact resistance data for as received Au/Ni plated Group 1, 3, and 4 samples 
under various loads. Note that as the load increases for a given sample, the resistance decreases. 
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Additional investigation of the electrical contact resistance revealed that the ECR values for 

the unexposed samples increased over time while in the lab waiting for characterization. The bulk of 

the electrical contact resistance data was collected during two main collection times roughly four 

months apart. Figure 4-25 shows that the initial data collected for Group 1 and Group 4 Au/Ni plated 

samples in May/June, as well as the data collected for the same samples four months later in October. 

A 5 mil shift in the electrical contact resistance was observed.   This increase in resistance is most 

likely due to further aging, as the coupons were stored and analyzed in a lab/office and not in a 

dry/inert atmosphere. 
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Figure 4-25. Cumulative distribution plot of the electrical contact resistance (ECR) for unexposed. 
Week 0, Group 1 and Group 4 Au/Ni plated coupons under a load of 200g from the two data 
collection periods. 
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4.1.4 Residual Stress 

The residual stress in the coatings was determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using the sin2vF 

method with the aid of PC Stress software using a modulus of elasticity and a Poisson's ratio of 79 

GPa and 0.42, respectively, for gold [65] and 232 GPa and 0.31 for nickel [12, 69]. It should be 

noted that the residual stress values reported here are not the absolute residual stresses present in the 

coatings, but differ by a factor (N), defined in Equation 4.2 below, due to the use of the bulk rather 

than plane specific values for the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio. Residual stress can be 

calculated via: 

G*=i(Sö(i!v)hkl c^4-1) 

where the f—J      term is a constant.   Thus, an expression can be written correlating the plane 

specific term to one calculated with bulk values as shown in Equation 4.2: 

N = whly (Eq42) 

The residual stress data from the as received (i.e., Week 0) samples, allow for a better 

observation of the effects of the surface roughness on the residual stress without the added influence 

of the various aging environments. Residual stress measurements for the unaged samples were only 

completed on three samples per panel that were designated as Week 0 samples rather than for the 

entire panel prior to aging. As such, an assumption was made that the residual stress would be similar 

across the entire panel. While the residual stress measurements were close for Au/Ni plated Group 3 

and 4 samples. Figure 4-26 shows there is a larger degree of variation in the residual stress for the 
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Group 1 Au/Ni plated samples.   Such a variation prevents us from being able to determine more 

regarding the manner in which the residual stress decreases with surface roughness (i.e., linearly, 

logarithmic, etc.) with very high degree of confidence from our data alone.  Additional investigation 

is needed to confirm the findings. 

Figure 4-26. Residual stress in the gold coating of the Au/Ni plated samples for each of the four 
different surface roughness sets without exposure to the aging environments. 

Initially, stress relaxation effects were considered as a possible explanation for some of the 

variability between residual stress measurements within a single roughness group due to the time 

differences between measurements (Group 1 as received data was collected over the course of two to 

three months due to the volume of XRD measurements to be completed and the time required per 

run). However, upon further consideration, it was determined that this was probably not the major 

contributor to the observed differences, but rather due to variations between the panels themselves. 

For instance, consider the residual stress data for the Au/Ni plated samples shown in Figure 4-26. 

While there was a delay between measurements, the data was not collected until roughly four to five 
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months after the coatings were applied (as many of the measurements for the nickel sputtered and 

nickel plated samples were completed first), and significant changes due to stress relaxation typically 

occur within the first month or so after coating, depending on the coating system and the conditions in 

which the samples are stored [8, 9]. 

The bulk of the residual stress analysis work completed for this research focused on the 

Au/Ni plated samples (i.e., residual stress in the gold coating, as subsurface techniques were not 

utilized to determine the stress of the underlying nickel layer).  This is in part due to the amount of 

uncertainty/standard deviations associated with the residual stress calculations for the nickel sputtered 

and plated coatings (as seen in Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-28). 
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Figure 4-27. Residual stress in the Ni sputtered coating for each of the four different surface 
roughness sets without exposure to the aging environments (i.e., Week 0/as received samples). 
Samples show increased standard deviations. 
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Figure 4-28. Residual stress in the Ni plated coating for each of the four different surface roughness 
sets without exposure to the aging environments (i.e.. Week 0/as received samples). 

There are several possible sources of error associated with the XRD measurements/ residual 

stress calculations, including sample setup, data analysis (i.e., peak location identification), and 

texturing (preferred orientation) in the sample. When setting up the sample for a XRD data collection 

run, one of the most important steps is to set the height location of the surface to be examined. 

Deviations in the location of the surface can cause variations in the resulting XRD data. Once the raw 

XRD spectra have been collected, errors can be introduced during data analysis. Typically a software 

program (such as PC Stress) is utilized to identify the peak locations; however, some of the older 

versions of such software can occasionally have difficulty distinguishing between overlapping peaks 

when working in their automatic identification mode. In addition, certain aspects of the sample itself 

can cause errors. For instance, the presence of extensive texturing, as observed in some of the Ni 

sputtered samples (see Figure 4-29), can cause errors in the residual stress calculations. 
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Figure 4-29. Raw XRD data for Ni sputter coated sample #1 on panel N23 depicting the texturing 
present (i.e., note that the intensity for the \\i = 0° peak is drastically higher than for the other \\i 
angles). 

Variations in coating depositions parameters can also cause variations in residual stress data. 

The Ni sputtered samples were coated in three separate depositions runs one of which (deposition run 

#2). produced samples with higher average surface roughnesses as compared to the panels from the 

other two runs (Table 4-2). As with the surface roughness, the samples from the second sputter 

deposition run also display a significant difference in residual stress value as compared to the rest of 

the Ni sputtered samples, see Figure 4-30. For the Ni sputtered samples, the residual stress data 

appear to be relatively consistent within an individual deposition run, but with some variation 

between runs (particularly for Run #2 due to a higher deposition pressure). 
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Figure 4-30. Residual stress in the Week 0 (as received) Ni sputtered samples separated based on the 
deposition run (i.e., Run #1, #2, or #3). 

While the uncertainty may prevent a more quantitative look at the effects of surface 

roughness and aging on the residual stress in the Ni plated coatings, general differences (i.e., 

compressive versus tensile stresses) based on the deposition techniques and/or coating materials can 

still be observed. For instance, from Figure 4-31 it can be observed that the residual stress in the 

nickel coating for the Ni plated samples is compressive for the Group 1 samples and nearly unstressed 

for Groups 2, 3, and 4 Ni plated samples, while the residual stress in the gold for the Au/Ni plated 

samples is tensile. In addition, for the Ni sputtered samples, the samples in Run #2 appear to be 

nearly unstressed, while the other Ni sputtered samples have a slightly tensile residual stress present 

in the coating. The tensile nature of the stress is potentially due to the trace amount of argon revealed 

in the coating via EDS. 
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Figure 4-31. Residual stress in the Week 0 (as received) Ni and Au/Ni plated samples.  Note that the 
residual stresses reported for the Au/Ni plated samples are for the Au layer, not the Ni underlayer. 

It can be observed from Figure 4-31 that for the Ni plated coupons, the residual stress in 

nickel becomes less compressive with increasing surface roughness while the reverse is true for the 

gold coating of the Au/Ni plated coupons. In both cases, regardless of the type of stress, i.e., 

compressive versus tensile, the magnitude of the stress decreases with increasing surface roughness. 

The change in residual stress magnitude with surface roughness is based on the amount of interfacial 

contact area present. Increased contact areas have lower stress levels versus surfaces with little 

contact area. In contrast, from Figure 4-30 and Figure 4-31 it appears that the substrate surface 

roughness has little to no effect on the residual stresses in the Ni sputtered coupons. This is primarily 

the result of the sputtering processing parameters contributing more towards the value of the residual 

stress than the substrate surface roughness. 

Di Bari states that the residual stress in electroplated nickel typically varies from roughly 0- 

185 MPa (tensile), depending on the plating conditions (such as bath composition) with most 

compressive stresses arising from sulfur contamination in the coating [32]. The residual stress values 
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reported for this research for the as received Ni plated samples correspond with the lower end of the 

stress values Di Bari lists with Groups 2, 3, and 4 Ni plated samples having residual stress values at 

approximately 0 MPa (i.e., stress free), though with more of a compressive tendency rather than 

tensile. This fact, along with the compressive stresses observed in the Group 1 Ni plated samples, 

suggests that sulfur may have been co-deposited to some degree. Additional investigation for the Ni 

plated samples would be needed to confirm. Di Bari does not provide the surface roughness values 

for the Ni plated samples associated with his work, which prevents more direct comparisons of the 

residual stress for nickel plating (see Figure 4-32 below). 
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Figure 4-32. Residual stress for the Week 0 (as received) Ni plated samples including typical stress 
values reported by Di Bari [32] based on electroplating bath type and presence of co-deposited sulfur. 

4.1.5 As Received Results Summary 

Below is a brief summary of the findings from the characterization of the as received samples. 
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• Optical profilometry data showed that the coatings exhibited no significant leveling 

effects, i.e., the surface roughness before and after coating is approximately constant. 

• Optical/SEM imaging revealed the presence of embedded grit remaining from the 

surface preparation, particularly for the Group 3 and 4 samples. EDS data confirmed 

the grit as being alumina and/or silicon carbide. 

• Cross sections showed that the nickel layer thickness in the Au/Ni plated samples 

was nearly half of the targeted thickness for the Group 3 and 4 samples. In addition, 

the Ni sputtered coating was nearly 1.5 times thicker than the targeted thickness for 

the Group 1 samples. 

• The ECR of the Au/Ni plated samples decreased with increasing surface roughness 

due to decreasing area of contact with the rougher surfaces, with Group 3 and 4 ECR 

data as nearly identical. 

• The magnitude and type of residual stress present depended on the coating 

material/process as well as the surface roughness/amount of interfacial area. 

o The residual stress in the gold of the Au/Ni plated samples was tensile, with 

the magnitude decreasing with increasing surface roughness. 

o The residual stress in the Ni plated samples was compressive for the Group 1 

samples and nearly stress free for Groups 2, 3, and 4. 

o The residual stress in the Ni sputtered coatings is tensile, though 

approximately constant regardless of the surface roughness. 
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4.2 Characterization of Environmentally Exposed/Aged Coated Samples (Week 3, 6, 9) 

After coupons were exposed to their respective environments for three, six, or nine weeks, 

data was collected to be compared with the as received results to determine what sort of changes 

occurred based on aging time and environment (MFG, TC, or TRH). 

4.2.1 MFG Aged Samples 

4.2.1.1 Surface Morphology 

Even after only three weeks of aging, noticeable changes in the surface could easily be 

identified by visual inspection for the Au/Ni plated MFG samples, such as clusters of corrosion sites 

and changes in color on the surface. Figure 4-33 shows a few of the MFG samples before exposure 

and after the full nine weeks of aging. Upon closer inspection via SEM, the corrosion sites were 

further analyzed. Figure 4-34 presents SEM images showing the differences between the unaged and 

aged MFG samples, as well as a few of the corrosion sites from each of the roughness groups. 

Samples from Groups 1 through 3 all exhibit corrosion site structures like those found and described 

in similar experiments [6, 13], i.e., with a corrosion bloom and a halo of corrosion product 

surrounding it. However, no noticeable/distinct bloom and halo corrosion site formations were found 

during SEM surface imaging of the Group 4 samples. Instead, smaller clusters of corrosion product 

were found across the surface of the Group 4 samples, such as that shown in Figure 4-34. Figure 

4-34 also demonstrates how distinguishing corrosion sites/products become increasingly difficult with 

increasing surface roughness. 
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Figure 4-33. (a) Digital images of as received Groups 1, 3, and 4 samples and (b) Optical images of 
MFG Week 9 samples for Groups 1, 3, and 4 showing easily identif able changes in the surface with 
aging, including corrosion sites and changes in observed surface color. 
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Unlike the Au/Ni plated coupons, the same corrosion bloom/halo formation was not as 

visibly apparent in the Ni plated and Ni sputtered samples except for a few isolated exceptions shown 

in Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36. It would be expected that the Ni samples would have undergone a 

larger extent of corrosion without a noble gold layer to act as a barrier between the environment and 

the more active nickel and copper. EDS confirmed that the surface of the samples is covered with 

nickel oxide, but little corrosion of the underlying copper layer was observed. 

Figure 4-35. Optical images for Ni plated and Ni sputtered coupons after nine weeks of MFC aging. 
The majority of the sample surfaces do not appear to show signs of corrosion/ changes in the surface 
with a few exceptions. 
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Figure 4-36. SEM images of the Ni plated and Ni sputtered Week 9 MFG samples showing the 
differences in the coating morphology based on the coating process and surface roughness. 

Optical profilometry completed after environmental exposure showed a slight increase in 

roughness for the Group 1 samples, as expected with the formation of the corrosion sites, while the 

Group 3 and 4 samples remained approximately the same or decreased in roughness, as shown in 

Figure 4-37. The apparent decrease in roughness could potentially be the result of the corrosion 

blooms and products "filling" the surface and making it appear to be less. Since the corrosion 

products/blooms are relatively small in comparison to the size of the surface features, especially for 

the Group 4 samples, it is more likely that the apparent decrease in roughness not statistically 

significant as the change in surface roughness falls within the standard deviation associated with the 

initial roughness measurements. 
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Figure 4-37. Optical profilometry data for MFG aged Au/Ni plated coupons depicting the percent 
change in the Ra surface roughness from the unaged (Week 0) condition. 

4.2.1.2 Corrosion Sites 

Au/Ni plated electrical contacts in atmospheric corrosion environments (such as Battelle 

Class II) typically corrode via a pore corrosion mechanism with various copper oxide and copper 

sulfide corrosion products. SEM/EDS mapping of several corrosion sites confirmed that the primary 

corrosion products observed on the Au/Ni plated samples in this research are also copper oxides and 

copper sulfides (see example in Figure 4-38). 
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Figure 4-38. SEM image of part of the product halo around a corrosion site on a Au/Ni plated sample 
after aging in the MFG environment. EDS mapping was completed to show the presence cf (i) gold, 
(ii) nickel, (iii) copper, (iv) sulfur, and (v) oxygen in the corrosion products. Note that in the EDS 
maps, white is used to represent where a particular element is present (relative concentrat on) while 
everything else remains black. 

Corrosion site density data was collected using Clemex Analytical software. Ii becomes 

increasingly difficult to distinguish corrosion sites/defects with increasing surface roughness. As 

such, no corrosion site density data was collected for the Group 4 samples. The data co lected for 

Groups 1 and 3 is better described as the percent area of the surface covered in corrosion 

sites/products, as the software could not distinguish between overlapping corrosion sit2=/product 

halos. Figure 4-39 shows an example of how the area percent was determined with Clenex and 

results for Group 1 and 3 are listed in Table 4-4. 
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The standard deviation for the percent area covered by corrosion for the Group 1 samples 

appears to be rather higher, since the corrosion sites occur where there are defects in the coating, and 

not necessarily uniformly across the surface.   As such, some areas have multiple corrosion sites 

clustered together while other regions may not have any corrosion sites.   Figure 4-39 depicts the 

process followed, however that is only for one image.   A total of 20 images were taken randomly 

across the surface, analyzed, and averaged to obtain the data presented in Table 4-4.    No data was 

collected for the percent area covered by corrosion for the Group 4 samples as it was too difficult to 

distinguish between the base surface roughness and the corrosion product in the optical images. 

(a) 

Figure 4-39. (a) Optical image of a region on a Group 1 Au/Ni plated MFG Week 9 aged coupon and 
(b) optical image of region with corrosion sites/product halos highlighted in Clemex. The area of the 
highlighted regions was compared to the total area of the image in Clemex in order to determine the 
percent area covered by corrosion sites/products. 

Table 4-4. Summary of Clemex results regarding the area of the sample surface covered by visibly 
distinguishable corrosion products. 

_            %Area Covered 
Group 

by Corrosion 

l 10    ±     12 

3 56     ±     7 

4 — 
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Higher standard deviations can also be attributed to the fact that the size of individual sites 

(bloom + halo) varies depending on where it is in its life cycle. Not all corrosion sites will "activate" 

at the same time.   As the sites become active and corrosion product is formed, the product halo will 

expand.   Eventually the sites will die (i.e., they are no longer actively corroding) [6].   Thus, for 

samples that have the same number of corrosion sites, the area covered by corrosion product can vary. 

This concept may be more easily observed by comparing the size of the corrosion sites after various 

weeks of aging (i.e., Week 3 vs. Week 6 vs. Week 9), see Figure 4-40. 
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Figure 4-40. Optical images of Group 1 Au/Ni plated MFG coupons after three, six, and nine weeks 
of aging, respectively. Note that the corrosion sites are not necessarily uniformly distributed over the 
surface and that they are not all the same size. 

The Clemex analysis also allows for a more quantitative comparison between Groups 1 and 3 

in terms of the amount of corrosion product present. From Table 4-4, it should be noted that the 

percent area of the Group 3 samples covered by corrosion product is roughly five to six times that of 

the Group 1 samples. The significant increase in area covered by corrosion products in the Group 3 

samples is likely due to the increased amount of porosity/defects in the coatings associated with the 

increased roughness, embedded grit, and thinner coatings. Additional analysis would need to be 

completed if the corrosion density (i.e., number of sites/area), rather than just percent area covered 
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could be compared.  Due to overlapping halos of corrosion product, this data could not be collect via 

Clemex in a timely fashion. 

4.2.1.3 Residual Stress 

From the corrosion site level, Enos comments on how the residual stress in the gold first 

becomes more tensile as the corrosion product formation under the gold coating forms a blister, 

pushing up on the gold layer, and then reduces in magnitude as the gold cracks and the blister 

collapses [6]. We can see the evidence of this process, as shown in Figure 4-41, though it is not 

completely reflected in the XRD residual stress measurements for all samples. Figure 4-42 shows the 

residual stress data for the Au/Ni plated samples at Week 0, 3, 6, and 9. For Group 1 and 2 samples 

we can see a slight decrease in the residual stress with aging while the Group 4 samples maintain an 

approximately constant residual stress level. 

Figure 4-41. (a) Depiction of a corrosion site for atmospheric degradation in a nickel and gold plated 
copper system (Source: Enos [6]) and (b) SEM surface image of a corrosion site on a Group 1 MFG 
sample exhibiting the same general components as those found in the literature including the 
corrosion product bloom and halo, as well as the cracks in the gold layer. 
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Figure 4-42. Residual stress in the gold coating for each of the atmospheric corrosion/mixed flowing 
gas (MFG) sample sets. Each point represents the averaged residual stress from the three duplicate 
samples. 

The expected increase in tensile residual stress at the beginning of the pore corrosion process 

was not observed. As not all of the corrosion sites become active at the same time, it is likely that at 

the time XRD was performed, some of the sites were going through the initial stages exhibiting 

increased tensile stresses, while other sites were further along in development. The presence of sites 

at various stages of development could cause a cancellation effect when looking at the average 

residual stress levels across a larger section of the surface. In addition, the corrosion sites occur on 

such a localized scale in comparison to the area observed during XRD. As such, in order to capture 

the initial increase in tensile stress in the gold coating, XRD residual stress data may need to be 

collected more often, particularly towards the beginning of the aging study, and potentially over a 

smaller area. 
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4.2.1.4 Electrical Contact Resistance 

As expected from the literature, an increase in the electrical contact resistance was observed 

with aging due to the presence of the corrosion sites/products on the surface, as shown in Figure 4-43. 

While Group 2 and Group 3 are similar in roughness and may be expected to behave similarly, the 

Group 2 samples exhibited a substantially increased extent of corrosion as compared to any of the 

other groups. This may be due to some effect of the double processing of the samples during the 

sample preparation steps, but additional analysis will need to be completed to confirm this. As such, 

this research focuses on Groups 1, 3, and 4 with additional analysis of the Group 2 samples completed 

with future work. 
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Figure 4-43. Electrical contact resistance data under a 200g load for the Au/Ni plated samples 
(Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4) after nine weeks of exposure to the Battelle Class II environment (MFG). 
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From Figure 4-44 it can be observed that the majority of the corrosion occurred within the 

first three weeks of aging for the Group 1 Au/Ni plated MFG samples as the electrical contact 

resistance data after three and nine weeks of aging are very close.   In comparison, Figure 4-45 and 

Figure 4-46 shows that most of the corrosion for the Group 2 and 4 Au/Ni plated MFG samples 

occurred sometime between Week 3 and Week 9. 
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Figure 4-44. Electrical contact resistance data under a 200g load for the Au/Ni plated Group 1 
samples as a function of aging time in the MFG environment. 
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Figure 4-45. Electrical contact resistance data under a 200g load for the Au/Ni plated Group 2 
samples as a function of aging time in the MFG environment. 
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Figure 4-^-6. E.ectrical contact resistance data under a 200g load for the Au/Ni plated Group 4 
samples as a function of aging time in the MFG environment. 
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The data collected from this research can be compared to similar experiments completed at 

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) as shown in Figure 4-47. The current research results vary from 

the reported SNL data due to the fact that slightly different surface roughnesses were prepared for the 

initial samples, different coating thicknesses of gold plating, and the fact that the SNL data shown is 

for a Au plated sample with no Ni underlayer. 

Electrical Contact Resistance 
10 

• Group 3 - Wk 9   ■ Group 4 - Wk 9      Group 1 - Wk 9 

SNL Data 

o    1-wk       x   3-wks     »   5-wks     °   7-wks 

0.001 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Cumulative Probability Distribution 

Figure 4-47. Electrical contact resistance data comparison between current research and data from 
Sandia (SNL). Source: Moffat et al. [52]. Note that the SNL data is for a Au plated copper sample 
with no Ni underlayer, thus the values vary to a degree. 

In contrast to the Au/Ni plated samples, the Ni sputtered samples exposed to the MFG 

environment did not exhibit the same localized type of corrosion and change in electrical contact 

resistance. Instead, the absence of the a noble metal top plate allowed for the entire nickel surface to 
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react causing the observed changes in the electrical contact resistance to be more uniform across the 

surface, as shown in Figure 4-48. 
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Figure 4-48. (a) Electrical contact resistance data for Ni plated and Ni sputtered Group 1 Week 0 and 
Week 3 samnles and (b) close-up of (a) providing a better depiction of the changes in the electrical 
contact resistance for the Ni sputtered samples. 
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4.2.2 Elevated Temperature and Relative Humidity (TRH) Aged Samples 

The elevated temperature and relative humidity environment is the least aggressive of the 

three aging environments studied. Based on this fact, along with the knowledge that gold is very 

corrosion resistant, it was expected that there would not be a large change with aging in the elevated 

temperature and relative humidity environment. 

4.2.2.1 Surface Morphology 

Little to no obvious changes were observed optically or in the SFM surface images of the 

TRH samples after aging as shown in Figure 4-49 through Figure 4-53. However, an increase in the 

surface roughness for the Au/Ni plated Group 1 aged samples was observed. The surface roughness 

for the rougher samples remained approximately constant, see Table 4-5. 
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Figure 4-49. Optical surface mapping of Au/Ni plated TRH samples after nine weeks of aging.  No 
noticeable changes in the surface are observed. 
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Figure 4-50. SEM images of the Au/Ni plated TRH samples before and after aging (i.e.. Week 0 and 
Week 9). No obvious changes in the surface were observed. 

Figure 4-51. Optical images of the Ni plated and Ni sputtered TRH samples after nine weeks of aging. 
No noticeable changes in the surface are observed. 
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Group 1 Group 4 

Figure 4-52. SEM images of the Ni sputtered Group 1 and 4 TRH samples after nine weeks of agin£ 
No noticeable changes in the surface are observed. 

Group 1 Group 4 

Figure 4-53. SEM images of the Ni plated Group 1 and 4 TRH samples after nine weeks of aging. No 
noticeable changes in the surface are observed. 
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Table 4-5. Optical profilometry results for the Group 1, 3, and 4 TRH Au/Ni plated samples listing 
the roughness before and after aging, as well as the percent difference. 

Panel Ra0, (im Ra9, um ARa0_9, urn 
Group 1-T/RII 0.033    ±    0.001 0.042    ±    0.001 0.009 

Group 3 - T/RI1 0.843    ±    0.038 0.872    ±    0.016 0.029 

Group4-T/RH 2.77     ±    0.202 2.582    ±    0.061 -0.185 

4.2.2.2 Res idual Stress 

The x-ray diffraction results for the elevated temperature and relative humidity (TRH) 

samples showed little change in the residual stress as depicted in Figure 4-54. The magnitude of the 

residual stress in Group 3 and 4 samples appears to decrease to a degree, which may be a result of 

stress relaxation over time in the slightly elevated temperature environment. The residual stress for 

the Group 1 samples remains approximately constant. 
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Figure 4-54. Residual stress in the gold coating for each of the elevated temperature and relative 
humidity (TRH) samples. Each point represents the averaged residual stress from the three duplicate 
samples. 
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4.2.2.3 Electrical Contact Resistance 

As expected, little to no statistically significant changes in the electrical contact resistance of 

the elevated temperature and relative humidity samples were observed (see Figure 4-55 through 

Figure 4-57). It can be noted that, particularly with the Group 4 data, there is a subset of data points 

with significantly higher resistances, though these data points are most likely due to the embedded 

grit in the surface rather than evidence of the formation of a corrosion product or surface film. 
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Figure 4-55. Week 0 ECR data for Group 1, 3, and 4 Au/Ni plated TRH samples as a function of load. 
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Figure 4-56. Week 9 ECR data for Group 1. 3, and 4 Au/Ni plated TRH samples as a function of load. 
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Figure 4-57. Electrical contact resistance data under a 200g load for the Au/Ni plated TRH as 
received and nine weeks aged samples. 

4.2.3 Thermal Cycled (TC) Aged Samples 

Thermal cycle tests allow for an investigation into the effects of thermal expansion mismatch 

between the various materials, though in general this was not expected to be a significant is=ue, as all 

of the materials in our system are metals with relatively similar thermal expansion czefficients 

(discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.3.2). 

4.2.3.1 Surface Morphology' 

As with the TRH samples, little to no change was observed in the surface of f-.e thermal 

cycled samples, as expected and shown in Figure 4-58 through Figure 4-61. The only exceptions 

were the Group I Au/Ni plated and Group 1 Ni plated samples. The Group 1 Au/Ni platec samples 

appear to become rougher with cycling, though the change is still within the standard deviaion of the 
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original surface (see Figure 4-60 and Table 4-6). This was thought to be the result of buckling of the 

underlying nickel coating to relieve additional compressive stresses induced by the thermal aging. 

Group 1 Group 3 Group 4 

Figure 4-58. Optical surface mapping of Au/Ni plated TC samples after nine weeks of aging.   No 
noticeable changes in the surface are observed. 

■ 

Figure 4-59. Optical images of Ni sputtered and Ni plated samples after nine weeks of thermal 
cycling, 
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Figure 4-60. SEM surface images of Week 0 and Week 9 Au/Ni plated TC samples for (a) Group 1, 
(b) Group 3, and (c) Group 4. 
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Figure 4-61. SEM surface images of Week 9 Ni plated and Ni sputtered Groups 1 and 4 TC samples. 

Table 4-6. Optical profilometry results for the Group 1, 3, and 4 TC Au/Ni plated samples listing the 
surface roughness before and after aging, as well as the percent difference. 

Panel Ra0, um Ra9, um ARa().9, urn 
Group 1 - TC 0.032    ±    0.003 0.034    ±    0.001 0.002 

Group 3 - TC 0.893     ■     0.0X9 0.890     i     0.092 -0.003 

Group 4 - TC 2.87     ±    0.180 2.552    ±    0.147 -0.318 
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4.2.3.2 Residual Stress 

As previously mentioned, thermal cycling studies allow for an investigation into the effects of 

thermal expansion mismatch between the various materials. Table 4-7 lists the linear thermal 

expansion coefficients for the three metals utilized in this research. Of the three metals, nickel has the 

lowest thermal expansion coefficient and is located in between the two other materials. As such, the 

nickel is under an increased compressive stress while at the lower temperatures of the thermal cycle 

and a slightly more tensile stress when heated. 

Table 4-7.  Linear thermal expansion coefficients (for temperatures between roughly 20 °C and 
300 °C) [3, 77]. 

. .                     Thermal Expansion Coefficient 
Material                                                ,„„ 

ppm/°C 
Oxygen-Free Copper 17.7 

Nickel 13.3 
Gold 14.2 

If we look at the nickel layer without the additional gold layer on top (such as it is for the Ni plated 

and Ni sputtered samples), the residual stress in the nickel associated with thermal expansion during a 

cooling cycle (i.e., when the sample is cooled from 60 °C to -40 °C) could be calculated as: 

°"Ni 
-Ni 

1-VNi 
(otcu ~ «NiXTz - 1\) = 

232 GPa (17.7-13.3)xl0" 

1-0.31 °C 
■(-40-60)°C = -148 MPa 

A stress of the same magnitude, but opposite sign (i.e., "positive" or tensile stresses), is associated 

with the nickel when the samples are heated. Repeating the same calculation, we can see that for gold 

on copper the thermally induced residual stress is only a third of what was calculated for nickel on 

copper. 
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EAu                                              79GPa (17.7-14.2)xl0-6 

G
AU = J^(«cu - «AU)(T2 - TO = ^—^ (-40 - 60)°C = -48 MPa 

As a subset of the samples for this research has gold plated on top of nickel on copper, the stress 

between the gold and nickel is also of importance. Using the same basic stress equation, the 

thermally induced residual stress in the gold associated with a gold on nickel system cooling from 

60 °C to -40 °C is calculated below: 

EAu                                             79GPa (13.3-14.2)xl0"6 

CTAu = Y3^(«Ni - ctAu)(T2 - Tt) = 73^" ^ (-40 - 60)°C = 12.3 MPa 

These stresses calculated above are not exact as they do not account for other variables, such as 

coating thickness and surface roughness, but they can provide an estimate as to the amount of residual 

stress induced by thermal cycling for the various coatings/materials systems. 

As with the TRH samples, a slight decrease in the magnitude of the residual stress is observed 

in the Group 3 and 4 Au/Ni plated samples over the course of the aging study, see Figure 4-67. 

Again, time spent at elevated temperatures (60 °C for the TC samples) could have aided in stress 

relaxation of the coatings resulting in decreased residual stress values. The Group 1 TC Au/Ni plated 

samples, however, appear to have a more significant decrease in residual stress, particularly after the 

first three weeks of exposure. 
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Residual Stress for TC Aged Au/Ni Plated Samples 
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Figure 4-62. Residual stress in the gold coating for each of the thermal cycled (TC) samples.   Each 
point represents the averaged residual stress from the three duplicate samples. 

Recall from Section 4.1.4 that the residual stress for the Ni plated Group 1 samples was 

compressive. It is possible that with the added compressive stresses associated with the cooling 

portion of the thermal cycle that the nickel layer began to buckle in order to relieve the stress. This 

may account for the rougher appearance of the Group 1 samples after nine weeks of cycling. 

4.2.3.3 Electrical Contact Resistance 

As with the residual stress, the larger change was observed in the electrical contact resistance 

of the Group 1 thermal cycled samples as compared to the Group 3 and 4 samples, see Figure 4-63 

through Figure 4-65. The change in electrical contact resistance is on a much smaller scale for the 

thermal cycled samples, including Group 1, as compared to the MFG samples. 
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Figure 4-63. Electrical contact resistance data as a function of load for Group 1, 3, and 4 Au/Ni plated 
Week 0 TC samples. 
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Figure 4-64. Electrical contact resistance data as a function of load for Group 1, 3, and 4 Au/Ni plated 
Week 9 TC samples. 
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Figure 4-65. Electrical contact resistance data under a 200g load for the Au/Ni plated thermal cycled 
samples after nine weeks of cycling. Note that the Group 1 Week 9 data appears to be tri-modal. 

From Figure 4-65 it appears that the electrical contact resistance data for the Group 1 Au/Ni 

plated samples after nine weeks of aging is "tri-modal". Further investigation of this data revealed 

that each of the three sections of data were collected at different times resulting in potential additional 

aging effects influencing the resistance. Figure 4-66 shows the electrical contact resistance data as a 

function of load. Note that the data in each circled group corresponds to data collected on a specific 

day, as well as to the data circled in red in Figure 4-66. 
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ECR - Week 9 Au/Ni Plated Group 1 TC Samples 
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Figure 4-66. Electrical contact resistance data under a 200g load for the Au/Ni plated thermal cycled 
samples after nine weeks of cycling. Note that the Group 1 Week 9 data appears to be tri-modal. 

4.2.4 Aging Environment Effects on Surface Roughness 

Up to this point the data presented has been compared within a single aging study (i.e., 

focusing on the effects of surface roughness/coating for a given environment). This section will 

provide more discussion regarding the effects of the aging environment for a given surface roughness 

group. 

4.2.4.1 Residual Stress 

Figure 4-67 through Figure 4-69 show the residual stress data grouped based on surface 

roughness. From these figures it can be noted that for all of the Au/Ni plated samples, the residual 

stress either remained approximately constant or decreased with aging time. For each of the surface 

roughnesses, the largest change in residual stress occurred as a result of TC aging. 
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Figure 4-67. Residual stress data for all Group 1 Au/Ni plated samples. Note that the magnitude of 
the residual stress remains approximately constant/decreases slightly for the MFG and TRH aged 
samples, while decreasing more significantly for the TC aged samples. 
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Figure 4-68. Residual stress data for all Group 3 Au/Ni plated samples, 
the residual stress decreases slightly. 

Note that the magnitude of 
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Figure 4-69. Residual stress data for all Group 4 Au/Ni plated samples. Note that the magnitude of 
the residual stress decreases slightly. 

4.2.4.2 Electrical Contact Resistance 

Unlike with the residual stress, there is a more distinct difference between the mechanisms in 

which the electrical contact resistance changes with time based on the aging environment. As 

discussed previously, the Au/Ni plated samples undergo localized corrosion at defect sites via pore 

corrosion. As such, the changes in the surface are also localized meaning that the electrical contact 

resistance remains approximately the same for areas not corroded/covered with corrosion product, see 

Figure 4-70 for the Group 1 samples. For Groups 2, 3, and 4, the extent of corrosion was much larger 

resulting in a much larger percentage of the sample surface being covered in corrosion sites/products, 

as shown in Figure 4-71. 
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Figure 4-70. Electrical contact resistance data for Group 1 Au/Ni plated samples before and after 
aging in the MFG environment, showing the effect of localized corrosion in the data distributions for 
(a) ECR data as a function of load before aging (i.e.. Week 0), (b) ECR data as a function of load after 
nine weeks of aging, and (c) CDF plot of ECR data under a load of 200g. 
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Figure 4-71. Electrical contact resistance data for Group 4 Au/Ni plated samples before and after 
aging in the MFG environment, showing the effect of extensive localized corrosion in the data 
distributions for (a) ECR data as a function of load before aging (i.e., Week 0), (b) ECR data as a 
function of load after nine weeks of aging, and (c) CDF plot of ECR data under a load of 200g. 

When directly comparing the electrical contact resistance data for each of the surface 

roughness groups and aging environments, it can be observed that in most cases, the mixed flowing 

gas environment caused the largest change, as expected from the literature, see Figure 4-72 through 
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Figure 4-74.    In addition, with the exception of Group 1 Au/Ni plated samples aging in either the 

TRH and TC environments results in little to no observed changes in the electrical contact resistance. 
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Figure 4-72. (a) Electrical contact resistance data for Week 9 Au/Ni plated Group 1 samples and (b) 
close-up of data in (a) showing the differences in ECR values as a function of the aging environment. 
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Figure 4-73. (a) Electrical contact resistance data for Week 9 Au/Ni plated Group 3 samples and (b) 
close-up of data in (a) showing the differences in ECR values as a function of the aging environment. 
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Figure 4-74. (a) Electrical contact resistance data for Week 9 Au/Ni plated Group 4 samples and (b) 
close-up of data in (a) showing the differences in ECR values as a function of the aging environment. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

5.1  Summary and Conclusions 

Electrical connectors using nickel and gold coated copper are commonly used in many 

applications, some of which have very high reliability requirements. The functionality of electrical 

connectors is typically determined by the electrical contact resistance. In addition, residual stresses 

present in a coating can either be beneficial or detrimental to the coating performance. As such, the 

effects of surface roughness and aging were investigated to determine their effects on the electrical 

contact resistance and residual stress in the coatings. 

Associated work reported in the literature for aged connector materials focuses predominately 

on the electrical contact resistance with little to no investigation into residual stress. Likewise, the 

work on residual stress in similar coating systems report little data regarding the effects of aging and 

surface roughness. As such, this research helps to bridge the gap regarding the effects of aging and 

surface roughness on the electrical contact resistance and residual stress trends for electrical 

connector materials in representative aging environments. 

The residual stress observed in the as received samples varied based on the surface roughness 

and coating system. For the electroplated samples (i.e., Au/Ni plated and Ni plated) the magnitude of 

the residual stress decreased with increasing surface roughness (i.e., the residual stress in the Au 

plated coating became less tensile, and the Ni plated coating became less compressive in nature). The 

residual stress in the Ni sputtered samples did not exhibit the same relationship between residual 

stress and surface roughness. Instead, the residual stress of the sputtered samples remained 

approximately constant regardless of the surface roughness.   This could potentially be due to the 
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residual stresses associated with the sputtering process (i.e., the bombardment of particles and thermal 

stresses induced by cooling from  200 °C to room temperature) overshadowing the residual stresses 

resulting from varying degrees of surface roughness. 

Upon aging, the magnitude of the residual stress present in the Au/Ni plated samples either 

remained approximately constant or decreased, depending on the surface roughness and aging 

environment. The largest observed change in residual stress occurred in the thermal cycled samples 

with reported changes on the order of 40-120 MPa (where Group 1 samples had the largest change of 

100 - 120 MPa and Group 4 the smallest at 40 - 50 MPa). The MFG samples exhibited residual 

stress changes on the order of 15 - 50 MPa, again with the largest stress changes reported for the 

Group 1 samples followed by Groups 3 and 4. The smallest changes in residual stress were observed 

in the TRH aged samples. Residual stress values decreased on the order of 0 - 40 MPa. In contrast to 

the MFG and TC samples however, the larger changes in residual stress for the TRH samples were 

observed in the Group 4 samples. See Table 5-1 for a summary of the residual stress trends. 

Table 5-1. Summary of trends in residual stress based on surface roughness and aging environment 
for the Au/Ni plated samples. Note that all residual stress numbers refer to the amount of decrease in 
tensile residual stress observed. 

Aging Environment       Group 1          Group3          Group4 

—   « 
M a. MFG -40-50 -40-50 -10-20 

I * 
"7}    off 
4>     V) 

TRH -0-10 -15-30 - 30 - 40 
3 1 TC -100-120 -75-80 - 60 - 70 

j              MFG -12-16% -21-26% -9-18% 

EPSI     TRH 
- 0 - 3% -8-16% - 27 - 36% 

s? = TC - 32 - 38% - 39 - 42% - 54 - 63% 

The electrical contact resistance only displayed a slight shift (1-3 mü) based on the surface 

roughness prior to aging for the Au/Ni plated samples. After aging, however, more distinct changes 

were observed based on the surface roughness and aging environment.  The MFG samples exhibited 
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localized changes due to the corrosion sites/products formed on the surface that dramatically 

increased the electrical contact resistance in those areas (some with resistances well over 1000 mQ). 

The TC samples exhibited a more macro-scale change (on the order of 2 - 20 mil depending on the 

roughness), as the aging mechanism does not involve changes only at a defect sites, but with the 

entire interface between materials. Little to no changes were observed in the TRH samples (0 - 

3 mQ). See Table 5-2 for a summary of the electrical contact resistance trends. 

Table 5-2. Summary of trends in electrical contact resistance values based on surface roughness and 
aging environment for the Au/Ni plated samples. Note that all ECR values refer to the increase in 
ECR observed. 

Aging Environment       Group 1           Group3          Group4 

MFG Localized areas with ECR increase > 1000 

!              TRH -0 -0-1 -1-3 

|               TC -5-20 -3-5 -3-5 

As a result of this research, it can be observed that the coating process, as well as the surface 

roughness and aging environment/time, can have a significant influence on the residual stress and 

electrical contact resistance of nickel and nickel/gold coated copper. In particular, the coating process 

and surface roughness have a substantial effect on the residual stress, while the aging 

environment/time has a smaller influence (at least at the macro-scale) for the selected 

materials/environments. In contrast, the aging environment (particularly the MFG environment) and 

exposure time exhibit a much more significant influence on the electrical contact resistance to varying 

degrees based on the surfaces roughness. In addition, care must be exercised when preparing 

substrate surfaces. The samples prepared for this research had a significant amount of embedded grit 

which can have a significant effect on the coating performance, though additional work would be 

needed to confirm the extent of influence for the residual stress and electrical contact resistance in 

particular. 
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5.2 Future Work 

The original intent of this research was to investigate the effects of surface roughness and 

aging on the residual stress and electrical contact resistance for three sets of coupons, i.e., Au/Ni 

plated, Ni plated, and Ni sputtered. However, the scope of this project was narrowed to 

predominately focus on the Au/Ni plated samples with some supporting data from the Ni plated and 

Ni sputtered samples to use as comparisons. Additional work, including a more detailed examination 

of the Ni plated and Ni sputtered residual stress, coating thickness, surface morphology/corrosion 

density, electrical contact resistance, should be performed to further the understanding of surface 

roughness and aging effects on the nickel coatings. In addition, future studies should be completed to 

provide a more in depth understanding of the various mechanisms associated with the observed 

trends. 

Small amounts of the Ni plated and Ni sputtered data were reported in Chapter 4 providing a 

comparison based on the coating material and coating process for the as received case. With 

additional examination of the samples, the Ni coatings can be compared to determine which type of 

nickel coating may be the better option for use as an underlayer to the gold (i.e., Ni plated under Au 

plated or Ni sputtered under Au plated). 
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Appendix 

Raw Data 

Optical Profilometry 

Raw optical profilometry data (including the average surface roughness, Ra, root mean square 

roughness, RMS, and peak-to-valley values, PV) for the following sets of samples are included in 

Tables 0-1 through 0-7: 

• Uncoated samples 

• Unaged Au/Ni plated, Ni plated, and Ni sputtered samples 

• MFG, TRH, and TC aged Au/Ni plated samples 
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